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Abstract 

“From the East and West Indies to the Mother Country: The House of Daljinder Kaur and 

Out of Left Field” is a PhD research-creation project consisting of two outdoor installations and a 

written component. It takes as a departure point diasporic movements to Britain from the Punjab 

and Trinidad in the late 1940s through to the 1960s. 

The House of Daljinder Kaur is a schematic representation of a house with a pitched roof, 

five windows and a door. The windows and doorway were filled with an array of many varieties 

of daffodils. Over the course of the summer, the bed was gradually subsumed by chili pepper 

plants and marigolds – “exotic” species that “polluted” the Englishness of the daffodils. The 

second installation, Out of Left Field, is a cricket pitch on a slope: a metaphor for an immigrant's 

difficulty in practicing his métier in a new homeland. Both works speak to the desire (from the 

migrants’ point of view) to be accepted by their former colonisers as genuine subjects with the 

same rights and respect as accorded to native born Britons. 

The parallel discourse which accompanies the installations is built on a narrative 

scaffolding of two seminal moments in the history of immigration to Britain: the arrival of the SS 

Empire Windrush in 1948 and the influx of Punjabi Sikhs in the 50s. These groups came to ease 

the country’s Post WWII labour shortage and to provide remittances for their relatives back 

home. Through a series of interlinked texts, I examine the immigrant experience in that epoch 

from an autobiographical perspective, focussing on how place and memory play a role in the 

genesis of my current and previous artistic works. I also include imaginative portions that bring 

real characters together with invented personas to blur the boundaries between the real and the 

fictive. These pieces are contextualised in two essays: one that explores how several artists have 
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worked with fictional characters, and the other that centres on the importance of geographical 

location as an intrinsic element in the concept and reception of site-specific work. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: The Mother Country 

 “From the East and West Indies to the Mother Country: The House of Daljinder Kaur and 

Out of Left Field” is a research-creation project comprised of two art installations and a written 

parallel discourse that illuminates not only the genesis of the artistic work but also how it was 

developed and configured. Through creative writing and art, focussing specifically on immigration 

experiences of people from Trinidad and the Punjab, my research explores points of intersection 

between personal history (narrative), the locations at which that history happened or where it is 

represented (site), and events of public political significance (history) that overlap with the first two 

categories. 

For the visual art component of my PhD research I have produced two outdoor installations 

that are allegories for the immigrant experience of settlement in Britain during the 50s and 60s. The 

House of Daljinder Kaur is a schematic representation of a house that has a pitched roof, five 

windows and a door. The windows and doorway, in the spring of 2018, were filled with an array of 

many varieties of daffodils. Over the course of the summer, the house bed was gradually subsumed 

by chili pepper plants and marigolds – “exotic” species that “polluted” the Englishness of the 

daffodils. 
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Figure 1. Matt Barrett, Plan for The House of Daljinder Kaur, 2018 

 

 
          Figure 2. The House of Daljinder Kaur, Drawing 2017. 
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The second installation, Out of Left Field, is a cricket pitch on a slope: a metaphor for an 

immigrant's difficulty in practicing his métier in a new homeland. Custom-built wickets and bails 

crafted out of lacewood, purpleheart, ash and maple woods sit on the opposing ends of the pitch.  

These works were created in two beds behind the west side of Jeffrey Hall on the campus of Queens 

University in Kingston, Ontario. 

 
     Figure 3. Out of Left Field, work in progress, 2018 

 

 
     Figure 4. Drawing for Out of Left Field, 2017 
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The written element of this dissertation is conceived of as a portfolio, cloud, or constellation 

of distinct texts of various lengths and from diverse viewpoints in conversation with varied sources 

that include memoir, fiction, historical description, contemporary art and analytical pieces. My 

eclectic bibliography draws upon seminal texts, social anthropologies, documentaries, biographies, 

novels, films, popular culture and theoretical texts and this mixture mirrors in some ways my 

artistic methodology. My approach is to combine manifold elements and produce holistic 

interpretations that collapse time and history to chart trajectories that are often open-ended, 

suggesting the expanse that lies beyond. This device enables a bringing together of many strands of 

enquiry – conceived through a laboratory of sorts in which rein is given to internal partialities, 

predilections and artistic inclinations. For some of the more imaginative or speculative chapters in 

this thesis I have not provided the expected citation; this is an artistic choice given my interest in 

the space between the historical record and imagination.  

My artistic practice has always been connected to the emotional underpinnings of my life. In 

a 1998 discussion of my work, Kerri Sakamoto points succinctly to this link:  

What the artist recalls as her earliest memory of the India left behind: Being 

pulled along by two older cousins impatient with her one-and-a-half year 

old's tiny steps, over peculiarly furrowed fields of crumbly earth in the 

Punjab....Formative memories of a landscape which relies so much on matter 

and material to sustain itself... (she) retrieves images from childhood, from 

subsequent peregrinations, and from contemporary daily life, collecting the 

bits of self that have been fragmented and displaced across continents, 

cultures  and history. Amassing a self, cobbling together a past to recover a 

personal sense of wholeness and authenticity in the present. (2-3) 
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Following this consistent practice over my career as an artist, the subsequent 

interlinked essays reveal the connections between the various registers I work from: 

memory, migration, aesthetics (especially colour), and, above all, imagination.  
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Chapter 2 

The Windrush Generation 

…Gilda, a 66-year-old Italian woman who has lived in this country for nearly 50 years, got 

chatting to someone in a hospital waiting room. The conversation quickly moved on to the issue of 

the referendum, and then on to immigration. The other person made clear she wanted to cut the 

number of migrants, and asked Gilda, “Wouldn’t you prefer to go back to your own country?” 

(Harker 2016)  

Sixty-eight years before Gilda’s conversation with her fellow countrywoman, British people 

were already wondering how someone could leave a home bathed in sunshine and glorious flora to 

come to England (Lamming, 1954). On June 22, 1948, the SS Empire Windrush docked at Tilbury 

Port. Amongst the passengers were approximately 500 black men from the West Indies planning to 

settle in Britain. Some were soldiers in the British Armed Forces returning from an extended leave 

after fighting for the Mother Country. Others amongst them were escaping the economic hardship 

of the Caribbean islands, hoping to find work in a ravaged and austere Britain suffering from an 

acute labour shortage (Kynaston, 2008). The arrival of the Windrush is considered to be a seminal 

moment in the history of post-World War II immigration into Britain. Even as the ship sailed across 

the Atlantic Ocean there was a frenzy of panicked telegrams between Government officials in 

London and the Colonial Office in Jamaica (Phillips, 1998). The Civil Service had huge anxiety 

about this influx of ‘coloureds’ which reveals the hypocrisy whereby the right of some British 

colonial subjects to settle in the country that had issued their passports was questioned (Phillips, 

67). 
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This fear of “the other” began long before this group arrived in the country and continues to 

this day: now you might be beaten up for speaking Polish on British streets. I remember seeing a 

cartoon (perhaps when the Czech Republic, Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, 

Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia joined the E.U. in 2004) depicting a huge mass of people landing at 

Dover. Their combined weight was so heavy that southern coast of Britain was tipping into the sea 

causing the Scottish Highlands to be raised into the skies. 

Robert Winder’s Bloody Foreigners: The Story of Immigration to Britain (2004) chronicles 

the history of the various ethnic groups absorbed into the British Isles, and names Celts, Vikings, 

Normans, Romans and Huguenots as being only a few of the earliest waves of invaders or refugees, 

long before the concept of immigration existed. After World War II, race was the paramount factor 

in the public unease with immigration from former colonies. Winder describes the shock to the 

white British population of seeing Indians, West Indians, Asians and Africans on British soil 

despite centuries of British interference around the world.  

In his novel The Lonely Londoners, Trinidad-born writer Sam Selvon describes Tolroy, a 

minor character, going to Waterloo Station to meet his mother who is arriving on the boat-train. Not 

only does his mother alight from the train but also Tanty Bessy, Lewis and Agnes and their two 

children. 

“All of we come, Tolroy,” Ma say. “This is how it happen: when you write home to 

say you getting five pounds a week Lewis say, ‘Oh God, I going to England 

tomorrow.’ Well Agnes say that she not staying at home alone with the children, so 

we all come.” 
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          Figure 5. Neil Libbert, West Indian Arrivals, Waterloo Station, 1961 

 “And what about Tanty?” 

“Well you know how old your Tanty getting, Tolroy, is a shame to leave she alone to 

dead in Kingston with nobody to look after she.” (29-30) 

This short exchange accentuates both the alacrity with which West Indians decided to embark 

on the voyage to England and the closeness of extended families in the colonies. The consternation 

of Britons upon the arrival of entire clans from the Caribbean and the Indian subcontinent 

contributed to the dire scarcity of housing available to non-white immigrants (Banton, 1959, 

Selvon, 1965, Winder, 2004). This prejudice, in turn, forced Indians and West Indians to live in 

cramped and unsanitary conditions further reinforcing the notion that they themselves were dirty, 

unhygienic and therefore undesirable tenants (Winder, 2004). 

Today’s Britain, which on one hand is so proud of its multicultural makeup that has been 

created by these transfusions of foreign blood, ideas and exotic foodstuffs, still thinks, in some 
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quarters, that the country has been invaded. Britons never stop carping about how their country is 

being taken over by hordes of migrants. When I get really fed up with this attitude I wish I could 

magically erase all that the country has become accustomed to over the centuries that has been 

contributed by the waves of men and women who shared their cultures, and cuisine and who gave 

their children to this “green and pleasant land.” There would be no cappuccino, no Indian 

restaurants nor the vegetable markets of Brixton with plantains, papayas and mangos. That would 

teach the narrowminded and prejudiced “old stock.” They would only have boiled mutton, cabbage, 

leeks and potatoes to eat. 

After the Olympic Games in Rio in 2016, Conservative MP Heather Wheeler tweeted a map 

of the world with many countries coloured pink, including Iraq, India and even the Thirteen 

Colonies that became the eastern states of the US. Wheeler tallied the medals won by athletes from 

the former British Empire, declaring “Empire goes for Gold” (Quinn, 2016). Empire defeats the rest 

of the world! Ironically, Wheeler made her intervention at the same time that many long-term 

immigrants (predominantly from the Caribbean) who had been brought to Britain as children during 

the two decades after the arrival of the Windrush were finding out that they were considered, by the 

Home Office, to be illegally in the country – and had no right to domicile, or to work or to be 

provided with social and health benefits. They had been continually employed, paid taxes, owned 

homes and raised families and now they were being deported back to their birth countries. A visit to 

a hospital might result in being denied access NHS services, or their employers might fire them 

suggesting that they were illegally in the country they had lived in for forty years. Many faced 

Kafkaesque nightmares of bureaucratic entanglements that left them with mounting legal bills. 

Often, they were required to provide four pieces of documentation for every year they had lived in 

Britain as proof that they had the right of residency. More than one hundred members of the 
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Windrush Generation have already been deported; they languish in poverty on various islands, 

friendless and without close family members (Ratcliff, 2019). 

A large number of Punjabi Sikhs also emigrated to Britain during the 50s – many of them 

former members of the British Army in India. Their commanding officer was an Englishman who, 

on his return to Britain, became the general manager at the Woolf Rubber factory, first in Hayes and 

then neighbouring Perivale, localities that attracted Punjabis to Southall. This man, who had made 

many friends amongst the Sikh soldiers he had served with during the second world war, knew their 

strengths, virtues and loyalty. He reached out to his ex-comrades inviting them to Britain to work at 

Woolf. By the end of the 50s, forty percent of Sikh men living in Southall1 were employed at the 

factory.  

 
Figure 6. Mother with Family, 2010 

 
The arrival of these two migrant groups was met by xenophobic tirades that shaped the 

discourse on race relations in the United Kingdom in the 1950s and 60s. Featuring also the austerity 

and deprivation of the postwar period, the world where these immigrants landed was sorry, gray and 

impoverished. Kavita Puri’s three-part series BBC Radio 4 production from 2014, Three Pounds in 

My Pocket, is about the pioneering generation of Indians who made their lives in Britain in the 50s. 

The Indian Government had imposed a strict limitation on the amount of foreign currency that 

emigrés could take out of the country. Puri’s own father arrived in 1959 with only three pounds, and 

                                                
1 Personal conversation with Rajinder Bassi, 2005. 
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she grew up listening to his stories and those of his compatriots. These people led the way for the 

three million of South Asian descent who call Britain home. Puri interviews several of these early 

arrivals about their first memories of the country. The misery of the cold, sunless weather 

dominates the first radio program interspersed with the racial prejudice they faced, but they also 

remember small acts of neighbourly kindness. Most of these men worked in factories and foundries 

doing hard, dirty backbreaking labour, but many became itinerant peddlers selling shoelaces and 

other sundries from suitcases. This was the case for my maternal uncle who was a poet (he only 

wrote in Gurmaki). My uncle’s given name was Avtar Singh Sewak Bassi but he was also known as 

Gianni which means ‘teacher.’ When he emigrated to Britain in 1949 the only work he could find 

was selling goods out of his suitcase. I imagine that despite his ethnicity and his turban he may have 

charmed a number of dowdy English women with his patter. He was adored by his three sisters, 

none of whom were allowed to go to school. They also signed over their rights to the land that had 

originally been my maternal grandmother’s (she was an only child). When I learned about this as a 

young girl, I remember saying, “but what about me?” Girls got short shrift in those days or perhaps 

continue to in the present. The presumption was that girls would get married and then profit from 

their husband’s entitlement (emotionally, financially and in terms of respect and status) to make up 

for this patriarchal system but for single Sikh women (and I don’t believe there are that many) this 

option did not work. No husband no land. The first questions I am asked when I visit the village of 

my birth are: How many children do you have? None. Are you married? No. Why don’t you have 

any piercings in your earlobes? Earrings as a marker of wealth or status are important to these poor 

women.  All of my father’s terrestrial wealth, his farm south of Ottawa and his shared fields with 

his four brothers, belong to my brother.  
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Puri’s second program focuses on the women and children who came to join their menfolk. 

They had their own battles to fight –racial biases and the difficulties with assimilation. They were 

cultural curiosities. Anxieties about coloured migrants led to the restrictive Commonwealth 

Immigration Act of 1962. This in turn created a situation where more people from the subcontinent 

came to Britain before it took effect. This ‘three-pound generation’ speak with authentic voices 

about their experiences during these two decades. 

My mother and I (at the age of three) left her maternal village in rural Punjab in 1956 to join 

my father who lived in Southall (though he didn’t work at the Woolf Rubber factory). Children are 

very aware of when they are classified as outsiders. I realised that there was a commonality between 

people like me and emigrants from the Caribbean. There is much writing (Paul Gilroy’s 

Postcolonial Melancholia and There Ain’t No Black in the Union Jack, Dilip Hiro’s Black British 

White British, Andre Levy’s A Small Island and V.S. Naipaul’s The Enigma of Arrival), both 

fictional and academic, that engages with the subject matter of immigration from former colonies, 

and it has also been examined cinematically (Wonderous Oblivion, Paul Morrison, 2003 and I’m 

British But….Gurinder Chada, 1989), but very little work has been created in the visual arts that 

focuses on the ways in which East and West Indians shared spaces, corporal or imaginary, and how 

these intersections manifested in responses to each other and their new lives. Although scholarly or 

journalistic accounts of these migrations are important to our understanding, exploring the 

migrants’ experience of hopes and fears, dislocations and new beginnings offers an intimate 

perspective of such social movements. My intention has been to link social and historical research 

with creative writing and visual art production in order to allow associations to be made that might 

otherwise go unnoticed.  
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I decided that an innovative way to explore these concerns was to invent two characters 

living in London whose roots were in the Punjab and Trinidad and whose fictional lives would 

illuminate the experiential nature of migration represented not only in words but also by art 

installations. The following text unfolds some aspects of this strategy. 
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Chapter 3 

Artistic Freedom Through Telling Lies 

To contextualize my project, I researched other artists who had fabricated personas that had 

shared some of their own experience or creative tendencies. The Oxford English Dictionary defines 

the word “hoax” as “an act of hoaxing; a humorous or mischievous deception, usually taking the 

form of a fabrication of something fictitious or erroneous, told in such a manner as to impose upon 

the credulity of the victim.” Another definition of the word as a verb is “to deceive or take in by 

inducing to believe an amusing or mischievous fabrication or fiction; to play upon the credulity of 

the victim.” Both of these depictions imply an intention (on the part of the perpetrator of the hoax) 

that is lighthearted – more of a joke than a criminal act. In his examination of the hoax from a 

rhetorical and etymological perspective, James Fredal posits that “Boundary crossing, blurring, and 

instability (between legitimacy and fakery, resentment and delight, truth and deception, belief and 

incredulity, performative success and infelicity, play and real-world consequences) seem to be the 

most stable and reliable characteristics of the form.” (75) 

Thomas Chatterton (1752-1770) adopted the persona of an imaginary mediaeval poet he 

named Thomas Rowley. He was able to pass off his exquisite work as genuine 15th century writing; 

Chatterton’s duplicity was not discovered until after his death. Half-starved and realizing that his 

fantasy of being able to support his mother was unattainable, Chatterton committed suicide at the 

age of seventeen because of despair at being unable to earn a living in the crowded literary world of 

London. (Ackroyd, 1987) 

The 19th century portrait of Thomas Chatterton by Pre-Raphaelite artist Henry Wallis, 

painted 86 years after Chatterton’s death is the abiding image that has come to represent this 
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“hoaxer.” Wallis casts Chatterton as a pale-skinned, red-haired, beautiful Adonis, rendered tragic 

through Victorian aesthetic and moral sensibilities. Chatterton, viewed by both his contemporaries 

and succeeding generations as “heroic,” has left a legacy which has spawned numerous works by 

poets such as Shelley, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Rossetti and Keats. Plays, musical treatments, 

operas and novels by notable composers and authors have added to this commemorative body of 

work. In this way, Chatterton himself has become a persona to be used in other people’s creative 

endeavours.  

 
Figure 7. Henry Wallis. The Death of Chatterton. 1856, Tate Britain, London 

Turning to the Oxford English Dictionary again, “fiction” is labelled as “the action of 

fashioning or imitating” or “the action of ‘feigning’ or inventing imaginary incidents, existences, 

states of things, etc., whether for the purpose of deception or otherwise”. 

Given that the art of fiction (in writing novels, short stories, dramatic works or film scripts) 

is generally accepted as a justifiable means of representing real and imagined worlds (or 
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combinations of the two) for consumption by readers and audiences, it is interesting to note how 

Zeitgeist comes into play at certain moments in the production of works of fiction. For example, 

there have been several novels in the last few years that feature Henry James as protagonist or have 

characters who are obsessed with James: these include works by Tennant (2002), Hollinghurst 

(2004), Lodge (2004), Ozick (2004), Tóibín (2004), Heyns (2005), Wilson (2005), Yoder (2007) 

and Liebmann-Smith (2008). What is it about James that has provoked such as an outbreak of 

interest in using him as an inspiration? The answer to this, of course, lies with the internal, 

imaginative predilections of these authors and cannot be answered with any simplistic or one-

dimensional reasoning. Grace Sherrill in her book Inventing Tom Thomson: From Biographical 

Fictions to Fictional Autobiographies and Reproductions contends that from the simple factual to 

the most fanciful and speculative, attempts to capture and pin down Tom Thomson’s unique 

position in the imagination of the nation are to some extent shaped by the inventors’ creativity and 

own interests and location in time and place. From straightforward biographies written by curators 

to works by numerous visual artists and filmmakers who have re-created Thomson in their own 

work, Sherill methodically appraises the reiterations of Thomson’s expert woodsman masculinity, 

his reputation as a womanizer and the belief that he was a genius tragically killed before he could 

reach his full potential. She considers not only works (including documentaries) that deal directly 

with Thomson but also poetry and plays that evoke the spirit of Thomson. Catherine Gallagher, 

writing on historical and fictional portrayals of Napoleon, asks if the writers “imaginatively probe 

the unexpressed consciousness of historical persons” (322) in order to change the accepted facts 

about historical turning points or to let readers become privy to the personal motives of fictional 

persons inside alternate-historical worlds. 
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The Rise of the Heteronym 

For the purposes of exploring the work of visual artists who employ invented personae as a 

central platform in their oeuvre, this quote from Fredal is apt:  

“It is admittedly difficult to analyse the hoax as a distinct genre since, as most 

commentators suggest, hoaxes have few generic features of their own and instead 

mimic the features of the host genre (the historical account, news item, scholarly 

article, museum artifact, website, or memoir, for example)”. (75) 

Echoing Fredal’s thoughts, Theo Reeves-Evison declares that lying has become a “popular 

activity” across the visual arts in the past few decades (135).  He cites work that has employed 

advertisements for non-existent events and other falsifications such as imitation newspapers and 

websites and aliases used by artists to enable them to deceive their publics. In “Make-believe: 

Parafiction and Plausibility,” Carrie Lambert-Beatty repeats this observation that the success of 

fraudulent artworks depends on how closely they conform to the conventions of the genres they are 

aping. She lists a number of works that artists produced between 1998 and 2008 that include: 

advertising campaigns for imaginary products, a not-really-censored exhibition, hacked museum 

audio tours, several never-made movies, a sham supermarket, non-existent video installations, 

dubious abortions, a staged marriage proposal, an impersonated Pope, ersatz archives, questionable 

military units, a faked vacation, an invented critic, a fictional historian, a made-up monkey, an 

arguably authentic rabbit, a projected penguin, and legions of fake artists, both historical and 

contemporary (56). Reeves-Evison is especially interested in the residue left behind when the lie 

evaporates and how these misrepresentations have “the capacity to generate real effects” (135). As 

an example of this phenomenon he cites the intervention Dow Does the Right Thing from 2004 by 

The Yes Men. The Yes Men, an activist duo, impersonate people in order to use lies to tell the 
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“truth,” and in doing so, expose social injustices. One of them posed as a representative of the Dow 

Chemical Company, which was responsible for the 1984 disaster at its factory in Bhopal, India that 

killed or permanently injured over half a million Indians. Dow refused for many years to accept 

guilt for the accident. In a live television interview, the Yes Man pledged $12 billion in reparations. 

Though the imposter was revealed within a couple of hours the share prices of Dow dipped 

dramatically. Reeves-Evison uses Dow Does the Right Thing to illustrate how the intention of the 

liar plays into moral codes of truthfulness, and this particular lie was seen as a noble and altruistic 

act. The word heteronym was coined by the Portuguese writer Fernando Pessoa. It is estimated that 

Pessoa had eighty or more alter-egos who, as Katherine Vaz claims, “wrote poetry under their own 

names, with their own distinct histories and personalities” (73). She quotes Pessoa: "I saw within 

me, in a colorless space more real than a dream, the faces, gestures, of Caeiro, Ricardo Reis and 

Alvaro de Campos. I made out their ages and their lives ..." (73). Vaz advises that we should think 

of these heteronyms as entities unto themselves, not dreamt up by Pessoa but released into the 

world to be themselves, fully formed, with their individual stylistic poetic voices and the ability to 

communicate with one another. Curator and art critic Philip Monk reinforces this opinion that a 

heteronym comes into being when the artistic persona’s bodies of work have markedly different 

qualities from its creator. Monk draws parallels between the pursuit of heteronyms by Pessoa 

through text (his invented poets) and those of Iris Häussler in visual art. In Häussler’s case the 

context in which the work is produced is an environment: a studio, a house, or a museum that 

becomes what Monk identifies as both artifactual and artificial (Monk, 2017). In this way, Monk 

concludes, the major divergence between Pessoa and Häussler in the construction of beings who are 

capable of creating is that Iris Häussler’s fictive artistic persona, Sophie La Rosière, has secrets. It 

is Häussler who hides and reveals these mysteries through La Rosière’s creations in the studio, and 
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the boundaries between artist and heteronym are therefore blurred.  He is particularly interested in 

how Häussler’s fabricated biography and elaborate back story of La Rosière intersects with real 

people, historical events, and artistic movements. Lubomír Doležel, in Possible Worlds of Fiction 

and History, avers that the “distinction between the properties of fictional worlds and those of 

historical worlds boils down to an often-stated general contrast between the freedom of the fiction 

maker and the constraints imposed on the historian” (39). Seemingly from a converse position, 

Doležel also maintains that historical worlds are subjective constructs shaped by the “individual 

persuasions, scope of knowledge and focus, ideological position, theoretical framework” of the 

authors (34). 

 

Carol Sawyer’s Two Openings 

On Monday evening, January 18th, 2016, I watch people scurrying, through the canyons 

of the Brutalist architecture of Carleton University in Ottawa, to their cars in the parking lot. It’s 

minus 17 degrees and the wind is sharp, with tiny frozen pellets of ice stinging the cheeks of the 

drivers and coating the windshields of their vehicles. I have just been to the opening of Carol 

Sawyer’s exhibition, The Natalie Brettschneider Archive, at the Carleton University Art Gallery. 

In the panel text accompanying the show, Heather Anderson, the curator of the exhibition, writes, 

In the late 1990s, the Vancouver artist Carol Sawyer began researching inter 

disciplinary Dada and Surrealist performances in cabarets in Paris and Zurich. 

Although she found evidence of female musicians, singers, dancers, and actors in 

these circles, including the Canadian Natalie Brettschneider, she was frustrated that 

little had been written about them. She has been building the Brettschneider archive 

ever since, collecting photographs and other documents that trace the life and 
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practice of this fascinating performance artist.  

For the Carleton iteration of her project, Sawyer proposes that Brettschneider (1894-1986) 

came to know Frances Barwick, a professional harpsichordist and patron of the arts. In fact, 

Barwick and her husband, Jack, were major donors to Carleton University and left a bequest that 

enabled the founding of the Carleton University Art Gallery. Sawyer’s narrative of Brettschneider’s 

life places her in Ottawa during 1947 through 1949, where she came to know Barwick as a friend 

and fellow musician. 

During the opening reception, Sawyer gives a performance as Natalie Brettschneider with 

instrumental and vocal backup from music students of the university. 2 

After the recital is over, I am standing next to Diana Nemiroff (former Director of CUAG 

and ex-Curator of Contemporary Art at the National Gallery). She turns to me and remarks that 

Natalie Brettschneider looks a lot like Carol. Interestingly, she doesn’t say Carol looks a lot like 

Brettschneider. This nuance implies something, but I’m not sure exactly what it is. However, it’s 

clear that Nemiroff believes that Brettschneider was a real person. That such a seasoned curator as 

Nemiroff has clearly been fooled by the photographs, films and documents featuring Brettschneider 

attests to the plausibility of the various elements that make up The Brettschneider Archive. 

Carrie Lambert-Beatty, writing on Michael Blum’s A Tribute to Safiye Behar, a project the 

artist presented at the Istanbul Biennale in 2005, addresses the plausibility that gives credence to the 

fictive aspects that are a fundamental component of the strategies employed to convince the 

audience of the truthfulness of the information offered in the work. Behar (1890-1965) was said to 

be a teacher, translator, communist and feminist, and a very close friend of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, 

the founder of the Turkish Republic. Visitors to the installation could ponder the alleged romance 

                                                
2 View the performance here: https://vimeo.com/155182900 
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between Atatürk and the Jewish Behar and wonder how deeply she influenced his politics. In 

reconstructing the apartment where Behar apparently lived, Blum culled materials from various 

historical societies and archives as well as from Behar’s descendants. Lambert-Beatty describes an 

authentic touch crafted by Blum. Along with the letters, documents and furniture that were 

displayed in Behar’s apartment there was a side table bearing a dish of roasted chickpeas (Atatürk’s 

favourite snack). This additional detail helped to cement the notion in the viewer’s mind that Behar 

was a real person whom Atatürk visited. Lambert-Beatty reveals that “the most substantial thing 

about the life of Safiye Behar is that Michael Blum made it up.” (53) 

This reenactment of a life through the display of letters, photographs and objects is a 

commonality in the working methodologies of artists exploring what Lambert-Beatty terms as “the 

relationship between real and imagined worlds” and mapping “connections between imaginary 

personages and how they intersect with history and current socio-politics” (54). Consider these two 

letters of grievance concerning the noise from Barwick’s apartment: 
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Figure 8. Letter from Ottawa Commercial Realties Limited, per Florence Boyce, to Norman Berlis,  
June 28th, 1948. 
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Figure 9. Letter from Ottawa Commercial Realties Limited, per Florence Boyce, to Norman 
Berlis, June 28th, 1948.  Natalie Brettschneider Archive. 
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The first is a copy of the original letter of complaint regarding Barwick’s piano playing and 

the second is a facsimile produced by Sawyer as part of The Natalie Brettschneider Archive. There 

are some subtle discrepancies between the two letters. The neighbour, though it is unclear exactly 

who he is – but the wording seems to have a masculine edge – uses more derogatory language in the 

reproduction: “Caterwauling” to describe Brettschneider’s singing and the sanctimonious reference 

to “Sunday” as a day for quiet reflection. The second letter appears as authentic as the first one, so it 

is not surprising that Nemiroff was deceived into believing Brettschneider’s existence. The 

unevenness of the typewriting (one can imagine the creakiness of the machine) and the onionskin 

quality of the paper that Sawyer used marks it as a forgery of the first order and renders a credibility 

to the document that would be difficult to challenge. It is this movement from the imagination of 

the maker to the concreteness of accepted fact based on the materiality or convincingness of the 

crafted artifact that is the real test of whether the ruse has worked. 

Lambert-Beatty notes that after Blum introduced Safiye Behar to Istanbul, Behar “acquired a 

kind of actuality in the years since: a newspaper article mentioned her among other historical 

figures, with no apparent awareness of her connection to Blum or to art at all” (54).  Even in the 

neighbourhood where she is supposed to have lived, “her” building is known as “the house of 

Safiye Behar.” 

On Saturday, February 11, 2017, the city of Ottawa experiences a heavy snowfall, at least 14 

inches by some meteorological estimates. Carol Sawyer is worried. The Vancouver-based artist is 

opening her exhibition the next afternoon at the Carleton University Art Gallery and she doesn’t 

know very many people in the community. She is afraid that the inclement weather will deter even 

the few friends and acquaintances she does have here from attending the event. Sawyer misses the 

winter weather of her hometown: the blooming camellias, the budding cherry blossoms, riding her 
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bike to yoga classes. Instead she has to bundle up, wear heavy boots every day and contemplate the 

overcast greyness of the capital.  

Luckily a Chinook sweeps in from Quebec that evening and melts all the snow, and though 

it makes the pavements wet, the following morning the temperature climbs to 11 degrees 

centigrade.  

During the reception, Sawyer is approached by an elderly man who looks as if he has just 

sucked on a lemon. He introduces himself as Stafford Barwick, the only child of Frances and Jack. 

He is extremely angry. He hisses at Sawyer, “How dare you, how dare you use my mother in this 

way. What right do you have to take a real person and insert her into this nonsense about women 

libbers.” He has read the curator’s wall text, in which Anderson states, 

Sawyer observes that researching Natalie Brettschneider has taught her that 

all history is to some extent a portrait of its author(s). The archive 

illuminates what often gets left out of stories, and how photographs are used 

to support cultural assumptions about gender, age, authorship, and art-

making. The artist hopes that this exhibition will encourage the viewer to be 

curious about not only Brettschneider, but about other female artists who 

have slipped through the gaps of history.  

Stafford Barwick is a retired Professor of Art History who taught at Queens University in 

Kingston until 1999. During the last two decades of his tenure he was increasingly agitated by the 

demands made by the (mostly female) student body to diversify the content of the courses offered 

through the department. They wanted to learn about classical Chinese art and have courses devoted 

solely to women artists. He was particularly incensed by the invitation proffered by the Art History 

department to leading feminist art historian Griselda Pollock to be a visiting scholar. Pollock, from 
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Leeds University, had shot to dizzying heights of public recognition (for an art historian and 

especially for a woman) because of her revisionist research into forgotten women artists.3 Barwick 

and other male professors from the department boycotted Pollack’s lectures and social engagements 

organised by the department.  

There are two different descriptions of Sawyer’s opening at the Carleton University Art 

Gallery here. The one above and the one describing the opening that took place in January 2016. 

One is fact and the other is fiction. The clues distinguishing the false from the veracious that are 

distributed in the accounts are, to some degree, coded. One needs to be familiar with the Canadian 

art world and Canadian geography and weather patterns. It helps also to have a working knowledge 

of the Barwicks’ genealogy and be familiar with the roster of past professors of Art History at 

Queens University in order to untangle the truth from the lie. Unfortunately, we do not experience 

Chinooks in Ontario, and the Barwicks were childless. However, the fictitious Stafford Barwick’s 

anger is mirrored by that of some audience members who experienced Iris Häussler’s installation, 

He Named Her Amber.  

 

Iris Haüssler, Joseph Wagenbach and Sophie La Rosière 

In 2007, David Moos, Chief Curator at the Art Gallery of Ontario, invited several 

prominent contemporary artists to propose works to be in installed for the grand opening of the 

gallery after a major refurbishment. The placement of these contemporary works would disrupt the 

conventional historical narratives of art history, allowing visitors to engage with the art through 

new contemporary frames of reference.  

                                                
3 Griselda Pollock coauthored (with Rozsika Parker) Old Mistresses; Women, Art and 
Ideology (1981) and Framing Feminism: Art and the Women’s Movement 1970-85 
(1987). 
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Just before the renovations were completed, the AGO received a bequest from Boston. The 

Grange is the oldest freestanding residential brick house in Toronto. Built in 1817, became the first 

home of the Art Gallery of Ontario in 1911. The donor’s great-grand-uncle had served as the butler 

in the Grange for 40 years and his diaries were returned to Toronto. In the diaries there were several 

mentions of Mary O’Shea, hired in 1828 as the third maid. Henry Whyte, the butler, had observed 

Mary on many occasions concealing small lumps of candle wax in various locations in the house, 

the stables and adjoining gardens. There was a map that indicated where these hiding places were. 

He Named Her Amber was the exhibition that chronicled the results from the ensuing excavation 

that the AGO conducted to corroborate Whyte’s story.  

Heather Jessup, in her essay “Complicated Truths in Contemporary Art: Inventions, 

Interventions, and Hoaxes,” describes Häussler’s He Named Her Amber installation in detail – and 

in a deadpan, dry manner as if she were reporting a series of events that actually happened. The 

characters involved in the story of the young Irish maid, the butler and the present-day 

archaeologist, Chantal Lee, all have elaborate backstories, including Lee’s postgraduate degrees 

from Ivy League American universities. Jessup discusses scholarly terminologies that define 

artworks where fiction is experienced as fact and examines the features that constitute trickery, 

deception and hoax. She also looks at the role the viewer plays in perpetuating these deceptions and 

the trust we place in institutions such as museums and galleries. Jessup articulates why she believes 

that He Named Her Amber “has the markings of what critics have variously defined as “trickery,” 

“fakery,” “hoax,” and “parafiction” (96). According to Jessup, an “artist’s intention to deceive is 

identified by nearly all critics as the primary element of the hoax”; however, “a hoax’s making 

cannot solely reside with a writer’s or artist’s intentions, a reader or viewer’s reception, or a 
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museum’s public display. It requires the interplay of all these agents, and a hoax draws the attention 

to the pacts and conventions that meaning-making requires.” (97) 

Gillian MacKay’s review of He Named Her Amber begins with two diametrically opposite 

versions of the experience of touring the installation. One woman writes, “we could have spent a lot 

longer viewing worthwhile artifacts and not something that was a complete fabrication. We feel we 

have been duped. Shame on the AGO.” The other visitor had a transcendent encounter with the 

work. Her words express the rapture she felt on the several occasions she revisited the site. “Just 

thinking about it fills me with a grand feeling of awe again…it is emotional splendor.” (83) 

He Named Her Amber questions our fundamental acceptance of something as truth based on 

how it is presented. Notions of truth, credibility and believability are central to our relationship with 

the world, and when this order is upset our responses can be flashpoints indicative of our 

temperaments, our dissatisfaction with our personal lives, or even a misplaced reaction to some 

other event that has bothered us that day. 

In the catalogue for the exhibition there are a number of the emails and written comments 

from visitors that run the gamut from pleasure to sheer apoplexy. These were addressed to various 

people associated with He Named Her Amber: Dr. David Moos (who initiated the project), Amber 

(the name that Whyte gave to the Irish maid, Mary), Dr. Chantal C. Lee (a key staff member of 

Anthropological Services Ontario, a company hired by Moos to undertake the archeology required 

to bring He Named Her Amber to fruition), and Iris Häussler. 

Wow – I so enjoyed being taken on this ride. Contemporary art has never touched me 

like this, so thanks for that.  

Best  

Andrew Patton 
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I am in disappointed in the AGO. I do believe in art and creative installations. But in 

this instance I am extremely disappointed in your lack of judgment. It is one thing to 

have different realities in art but to draw people into a false reality is both unethical 

and manipulative. It creates a negative environment of distrust. 

Esther Zeller 

Am I stupid for not assuming that someone might be lying to me because the story 

was so eccentric? Is this an exercise in proving how gullible people are? Or, in other 

words, an exercise in how stupid people can be? 

Fuck you, 

Margaret George Parker 

In this Haüssler piece, the artist and the art museum collaborate to enhance the veracity of a 

proposed narrative. The catalogue opens with Haüssler’s instructions to tour guides – where to meet 

the visitors, in which order to see the rooms in the Grange and suggestions of what kind of 

knowledge to impart to the audience. Haüssler has even supplied the biographies of her invented 

characters as well as an interpretative essay on the artifacts by Dr. Chantal C. Lee. The tiers of 

make believe are extended through a stratum of back stories, false biographies, and fake offices, 

and thus an authenticity is achieved. However, it is the physicality of the artifacts and the smells 

onsite - hand-pinched pots, oddly shaped globules of beeswax, and the earthy odour of freshly 

excavated soil - that make the story real.  Perhaps it was the success of these falsehoods that made 

some visitors to He Named Her Amber so irate (Häussler and Moos 2011). 

Deception, disclosure, revelation and truth all play their part in He Named Her Amber. 

Unlike the reactions to Haüssler’s concoctions from members of the audience who had to navigate 

this slippery space between the real and the imagined (anger, bewilderment, awe and wonderment), 
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the responses of visitors to The Natalie Brettschneider Archive were much less conflicted (McKay, 

2009). 

Those in the know could spend time contemplating how well the photographs and films 

were crafted, and consider Natalie as an extension of Sawyer’s personality, or if they were unaware 

of the ruse, they could enjoy the humour that is an engaging attribute of the work. Even if they did 

realise that Brettschneider was not a real historical figure, they could look at the exhibition as a 

work of fiction and respond to it the way that might when reading a novel; fiction has no social 

obligation to truthfulness (Reeves-Everson, 2016). 

For an earlier work, The Legacy of Joseph Wagenbach, Haüssler had rented a small house in 

Toronto, filling it higgledy-piggledy with all manner of detritus including Wagenbach’s sculptures 

made from found objects. He was an immigrant from Germany, a loner and recluse. After suffering 

a stroke, he was relocated to a nursing home. The premise of the work was that the Municipal 

Archives of Toronto were preparing an assessment of Wagenbach’s work to determine whether it 

was worth preserving. Visitors to the installation were allowed to open drawers, examine the 

contents, look at his personal belongings and contemplate the life of this lonely man. Many people 

felt a visceral empathy for him and deep sadness about the emotional and material poverty that was 

visibly apparent in his home. Martha Baillie was so moved that she became determined to find 

some means to help safeguard Wagenbach’s artistic legacy (Baillie 2007). She had been asked to 

sign a waiver (a bureaucratic pretext for Haüssler to obtain the contact information for the members 

of the public who saw the work) and was sent an email the day after her visit explaining that 

Wagenbach was a fictional character. She was extremely angered to learn that her sympathy had 

been manipulated. Despite this exploitation of her sentiments she became a tour guide for 

Haüssler’s subsequent fiction, He Named Her Amber. 
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Regardless of the fact that viewers were informed of Haüssler’s fabrications, the AGO 

continued to receive communications regarding Amber. These ranged from a speculation that 

Amber had a mental health problem caused by exposure to lye, arsenic and lead, to a claim that the 

scam was similar to the kind that tourists experience at Italian train stations, and the suggestion, 

from a psychiatric nurse, that Amber was paranoid. Somebody else was certain that Amber hid 

things (such as pieces of lace or clothes) because she was afraid of being reprimanded for scorching 

them while ironing. Another believed the servant’s activities were a result of her beliefs in Irish 

folklore. One man was certain he had met Dr. Lee at an academic conference (Häussler and Moos, 

2011). 

That others add to the layers of mythology that envelope Haüssler’s personae is a 

beguiling aspect of her practice. Philip Monk is intrigued by certain works by Sophie La Rosière. 

Paintings covered with a thick layer of black encaustic were purchased by two Toronto collectors 

who, in January 2016, engaged the C2RMF (Centre de Recherche et de Restauration des Musées de 

France) to X-ray the panels.  The X-rays reveal other images beneath the veil of the outer coating 

(Monk, 2017). In a talk, “Sa Soeur Secrete,”4 presented in France, Monk hypothesises that La 

Rosière made these works in order to cryptically allude to the incestuous relationship between her 

older sister and her father. According to Monk, Haüssler welcomed his interpretation and addition 

to La Rosière’s biography.5 

Haüssler has employed three heteronyms in the past few years: Joseph Wagenbach (1929-?), 

Amber (1811-?) and Sophie La Rosière (1867-1948). Art critic, Terence Dick in his review of The 

Legacy of Joseph Wagenbach for The Globe and Mail, points to Haüssler’s interest in creating fake 

                                                
4 Monk, Philip. "Sa Soeur Secrete" D'autres gestes: images des patrimonies #2. Villa 
Vassilieff, Paris. 13th May 2016. Presentation. 
 
5 Personal conversation with Philip Monk, 2017. 
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institutional organisations that buttress the illusion that these were bona fide discoveries of the 

studios of reclusive and undervalued or unknown artists. (Dick, 2006)  

Is it the official structures that are peripheral orbits of certifying archeological finds, 

material archives and unattributed works of art that are the real subject of Haüssler’s simulacra?  

The artist herself has remarked that the work she produced for The Legacy of Joseph 

Wagenbach seemed to be in a form unrelated to her own training (Kingwell, 2008). Speaking about 

Häussler’s creation of the artist Sophie La Rosière and her artworks, Gerald Audinet ventures the 

opinion that Häussler can only produce La Rosière’s work as mediated through the identity of 

another (Audinet, 2014). Häussler was trained in Germany during a period when the influence of 

Joseph Beuys was paramount. Beuys used materials such as wax, lead and copper to invoke 

ritualistic and shamanistic practices (Milroy 2008), and it would be reasonable to assume that 

Häussler would be familiar with his working processes.  

A critical weakness, in my opinion, is that the bodies of work Häussler created as stand-ins 

for the supposed oeuvres of Wagenbach, Amber and La Rosière do not conform to the conventions 

of accepted aesthetics of the time periods in which they were supposedly made. Wagenbach, though 

clearly framed as an outsider artist, would be more likely to make figurative sculpture rather than 

bulbous hanging objects made from doll parts, stuffed animals, brown concrete and other assorted 

odds and ends as described by Jocelyn Purdie in her 2008 MA thesis, The Neighbourhood 

Imaginary: Consideration of Local Art Production in Unconventional Spaces.  

Why would Amber, a servant, be secreting formless gobbets of candle wax under 

floorboards and other hiding places in the house where she worked in the 1830s? Sophie La 

Rosière’s paintings have mystical and intuitive aura more reminiscent of feminist work produced in 

the decades following her death. 
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In contrast to Haüssler, Sawyer’s replication of Brettschneider’s work has a ring of truth. 

There is the sense of playfulness and absurdity which mimics the distinctive qualities of Dadaist art, 

and like a good set dresser in film or theatre productions she chooses her props carefully. 

 

Figure 10. Unknown Photographer, Natalie Brettschneider performs Tumbleweed, 
Kamloops, B.C., 1949 Archival ink jet print from original negative Natalie Brettschneider 
Archive Gift of Ray Perrault, 2010. 
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I meet Carol Sawyer in one of her favourite restaurants, the Phnom Penh, on East Georgia 

Street in Vancouver’s Chinatown. It’s a very busy, bustling and popular place that serves both 

Vietnamese and Cambodian cuisine. We decide to wait till after 2 pm when the queue for the tables 

will be shorter. After being seated and served Chinese tea we order two dishes: Bành Xèo (a 

Vietnamese rice pancake filled with shrimp, ground pork and bean sprouts) and Gòi Bò (a spicy 

Figure 11. Unknown Photographer, Ensemble Trois Femmes Mécanique, around 1958, 
Archival ink jet print from scanned original print Natalie Brettschneider Archive. 
Acquired with the assistance of Blaine Campbell, 2012. 
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rare beef salad topped with chopped peanuts and lettuce). Sawyer has just come from a photo shoot 

preparing a new piece for her ongoing archive on Natalie Brettschneider. She is still wearing the 

costume she donned for the photograph which will be titled Natalie Brettschneider with Scottie 

Wilson arm drawings. Sawyer tells me that she has never appeared in public dressed as 

Brettschneider, instead always positioning herself in the role of archivist or scholar recreating 

Brettschneider’s work in order to maintain the fiction that Natalie is now dead. I promise Carol that 

I won’t blow her cover. She replies that she wishes I had chosen to interview Natalie Brettschneider 

instead; then I could have travelled back in time to Paris of the 1920s.      

SD: How did you first come across the artist Scottie Wilson?          

CS: My husband has always been fascinated by outsider artists and has many books and 

monographs on the subject, so I have known of him for years. It was completely 

serendipitous to discover when I was researching Frances Barwick’s life for my exhibition 

at Carleton that Douglas Duncan, her brother, who was an art dealer in Toronto, represented 

Scottie Wilson.  

SD: How do you come up with ideas to insert Natalie into scenarios that have some 

semblance to real life situations or possibilities?      

CS: Well, in the case of Scottie Wilson I had to find some plausible point in space and time 

where the two could have encountered one another. She didn’t spend much time in Toronto 

where Scottie lived. He had a show at the Vancouver Art Gallery in 1943 and given 

Natalie’s penchant for collaborations with other artists and performers and her extrovert 

personality it was within the bounds of reason that she could have asked him to draw on her 

arms. She was a bit of a diva and would have enjoyed making a splashy, glitzy, head-turning 
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entrance at the opening.  

 

Figure 12. Unknown Photographer, Natalie Brettschneider with Scottie Wilson 
arm drawings, 1943 Archival digital print from vintage Kodachrome 
transparency Natalie Brettschneider Archive. 

SD: What was the initial inspiration for beginning the work on Brettschneider? 

CS: It was the Belgian artist, Patrick Corillon. I saw his work at the Oakville Galleries in, 

oh, perhaps the mid 90s. He had an invented persona called Oscar Serti. I understood that 

Corillon had made a research trip to Oakville to drum up some ideas around the people that 

Serti could have met there. The details are a little bit fuzzy now but one work does stand out 
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in my memory. There was a series of small framed drawings. They were the made by a 

woman pianist who lived in Oakville. They were doodles she had drawn whilst conducting 

transatlantic phone calls with Serti. I just loved that concept.6 

SD: Did any of your previous work inform the fleshing out of Brettschneider? 

CS: Well, now you mention it, yes. I had made a few installations about female operatic 

roles where the woman becomes mad because of the over-the-top plots that involve things 

like unreciprocated love, murder and so on. So, I had already completed a lot of research 

into singers. And because I sing myself I knew that I could undertake the performative 

aspects required to “play” Brettschneider. 

SD: Yet you place her in much more Bohemian company and have her travel to cities which 

were hubs of the European artistic avant-garde. 

CS: Well yes. Part of the reason for that is I love vintage clothes but not the kind of blood-

stained, gauzy, floor length wedding dresses that Lucia di Lammermoor would have worn. If 

Natalie’s most productive years of creative activity were between the 20s through to the 

early 60s her wardrobe would be much more palatable and more aligned with my own 

tastes. Also, if I could draw on female figures from those periods who established 

fashionable and influential ‘looks’ and reproduce some of their iconic poses I could have a 

lot of fun. 

SD: I know this is a strange question, but would you rather have lived Natalie’s life than 

your own? 

                                                
6 Sawyer must be mistaken here. Serti (1881-1959) met Catherine de Selys, the pianist in 
question, as early as 1915. Though they knew each other over a period of decades it is 
highly unlikely they had lengthy overseas telephone conversations. Though, in these 
fantasy worlds perhaps the timelines for technologically advanced communications are 
somewhat flexible and do not correspond to real world probabilities (Rhodes, 1996). 
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CS: But then I wouldn’t have met you 

Figure 13. Unknown Photographer, Natalie Brettschneider performs Feather Hat, 
Montreal, Around 1950, Archival ink jet print from original negative Natalie 
Brettschneider Archive	
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SD: Natalie met Man Ray and Nancy Cunard and through them possibly Picasso and Lee 

Miller. 

CS: But they didn’t meet her. 

SD: Do you remember my friend Thelma? She died at the end of last November, just before 

her 101st birthday. She had the most amazing life. When I was eighteen she told me that she 

had waltzed with the King of Greece – and afterwards I wished I could have danced with the 

King of Greece. She went to parties where she conversed with George Bernard Shaw and 

was offered canapés by John Murray. I’ve had such a boring life in comparison. Sometimes 

I think the reason I became an artist was because I wanted to leave behind something that 

would prove that I had existed. 

CS: You’re a silly billy. 

SD: I noticed that a photograph of Natalie was taken by someone named Erika 

Brettschneider. I’m assuming that she was Natalie’s mother. Your mother’s Christian name 

was Erika – spelled in the same Germanic way. Did you draw on those kinds of 

autobiographical details or are the similarities just coincidental? 

CS: I loved my maternal grandmother. She emigrated to the States from Germany. When  

I was a child growing up in Washington we would spend most of the summers at ‘camp,’ 

which was her cottage in Vermont. She taught me to love to art history, music and beautiful 

objects. If it wasn’t for her it would never have occurred to me that I could become an artist. 

SD: But your father was one of the most pre-eminent experts on Pre-Colombian pottery and 

West Coast masks. His basement was full of stuff. The most arcane, esoteric collection I’ve 

ever come across outside of an ethnographic museum. 
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CS: He did adore those things but it was for more scholarly reasons. They were almost 

extensions of his career. I did use some of his objects in the Brettschneider work. 

SD: I’ve been doing some reading on Iris Haüssler, and on you, of course. Jaclyn Meloche 

focuses on situating you as a feminist artist engaged in re-instating the largely unknown 

Brettschneider in “a historical lineage of women cultural producers who were equally 

prolific, yet often misunderstood and underrepresented”. (1) 

Writers on Haüssler attach significance to urban gentrification when they speak about The 

Legacy of Joseph Wagenbach. Apparently, He Named Her Amber is really a discourse on 

the terrible working conditions that domestic servants had to endure in the 19th century. I 

think these ideas on what the works are about are red herrings. 

CS: That’s part and parcel of functioning in an art world where everything has to be 

explained through some kind of theoretical lens.  Let them make sense of the work on their 

own terms. 
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Figure 14. Unknown Photographer, Natalie Brettschneider performs masque africain, 
Paris, undated Silver gelatin print Natalie Brettschneider Archive. 

 

In her performance masque africain, Brettschneider appears to quote Man Ray’s 1926 

photograph Noir et Blanche—or perhaps it is the other way around. Kate Warren in her essay, 

“Double Trouble: Parafictional Persona and Contemporary Art”, puts the notion that parafictional 

personae have the potential to thoroughly embed their authors into unfolding events (of the past, 

present and future) thus making visible the difficulties of maintaining clear distinctions between the 

historical, the fictional, the social and the individual. Society prefers the world presented to them as 

a series of uncontentious truths, neatly categorized and to some degree authentic and resolved. The 

integration of the real and the fictitious confounds this desire for the straightforward accounting, 

and the co-existence of multiple levels of fiction and reality creates a sense of open-endedness and 

irresolution.  
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Chapter 4 

Heathrow, Notting Hill Gate, Port of Spain, Cambridge, Madras and 

Lima 

Gurinder Kaur is a Punjabi woman who emigrated to Britain in 1963 for an arranged 

marriage. She gets a job at the British Overseas Airways Corporation, at Heathrow airport, not far 

from where she lives with her in-laws in Southall. At first, she cleans the toilets: mopping the floor, 

making sure the wc bowls and sinks are gleaming. She replaces the towels in the wall dispenser and 

checks that there is enough paper in the stalls. Later on, with the help of a family friend who speaks 

good English she graduates to tasks that involve wrapping cutlery (not plastic in that era) in thick 

cotton serviettes ready for the meal service.  

In 1949 Britain encourages campaigns to lure hospital staff directly from the Caribbean. 

Dinah Bassey, who had studied nursing in Port of Spain, Trinidad, travels by boat in the summer of 

1956 to England aged 20. She works at the Hillingdon Hospital in Middlesex. She has very warm 

memories of this time in her life – except for the weather which is often bone-chillingly cold. The 

smog descends every few weeks making it difficult to see more than a few feet ahead. The air 

smells of the coal fires that exacerbate the density of the fog. She lives in the nurses’ residence until 

she meets girls from back home that she can share digs with. The homes are usually inadequately 

heated and require shillings for the three bar gas fireplaces to work. On Saturday nights, they don 

their fanciest dresses, gloves and hats to take the bus (only one change required) to Notting Hill 

Gate. This is where Caribbeans from all the islands congregate in the nightclubs to dance and drink. 

Dinah doesn’t like the fact that there are drugs and clearly other illicit goings-on, but she enjoys the 

music and camaraderie. And it is a relief to be with people who look like her, speak like her, and 
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don’t stare rudely as if she is an alien creature. It is where she meets her future husband. He is 

different from the other men who come to these places. A PhD student also from Trinidad, his 

family has roots close to where Dinah’s paternal aunt lives – so they are able to share memories of 

the island and characters who people that place. Dinah stops going to the clubs after the Notting 

Hill riots in 1958 because the violence terrifies her – she won’t let her husband, Marcus, attend any 

more evenings there, either. She becomes pregnant soon after their registry wedding. She had 

dreamt of church nuptials (white gown and all) but they can’t afford much. After the baby is born, 

she has a phone call from the agency that had recruited her from the West Indies. There is a private 

nursing job – the most famous woman in the world has pneumonia and needs a full-time carer. Will 

Dinah accept the position? Marcus says definitively ‘No.’ Her job was to support him in his 

doctoral work by making sure that that the house and baby were her first priorities. She is heart-

broken. Elizabeth Taylor, in London for the making of Cleopatra, has been taken gravely ill; the 

prize of fostering her back to health has been snatched away from Dinah. She complains about this 

missed opportunity for the rest of her life. 

The Cultural Studies “project option” permits and indeed requires me to pursue research 

through multiple methodologies and voices. I began to imagine characters who would function as 

intermediaries between the worlds I was trying to connect with each other. I thought, at first, only 

of their occupations or skills: a seamstress, a nurse, a gardener, a librarian, a sailor and a cricketer. 

Informed by ample historical reading and personal knowledge of the texture of immigrant life, I 

have set out to augment and thicken well-known historical incidents and experiences by creating 

fictional characters and interjecting them among documented facts. Although the two characters I 

introduced above have not yet been further developed, they stand as hints of possibilities that 

populate my imagination. 
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Instead of the more conventional academic route of reviewing vast swathes of writing under 

the subject headings of post-colonialism or migration I have chosen a blended methodology. Using 

social anthropological texts, literature in the form of novels, biographies and memoirs, and plays, 

and films, and television and radio broadcasts, I not only look at socio-political history and first 

hand lived experience but also demonstrate how creative interventions into these “realities” shape 

(and, at times, distort) the initial understanding of the people involved and the events that brought 

them to our attention. I have been particularly inspired by The Man Who Knew Infinity: A Life of 

The Genius Ramanujan (Kanigel, 1992), The Indian Clerk (Leavitt, 2007), Well, He Would, 

Wouldn’t He? (Williams, 2013), The Bridge of San Luis Rey (Wilder, 1928), and Savage Harvest 

(Hoffman, 2014).  

Both Robert Kanigel and David Leavitt examine the life of Srinivasa Ramanujan. Kanigel’s 

biography brought the untrained mathematician’s extraordinary rags-to-intellectual riches life story 

to the world stage. That this account of Ramanujan’s journey from Madras to Cambridge has been 

the basis of several other literary, dramatic and cinematic explorations concerning Ramanujan 

attests to the book’s factual soundness and serves as an inspiration for more inventive musings on 

this young man’s life and the people he encountered along his journey. David Leavitt’s novel The 

Indian Clerk uses the young mathematician’s experience at Cambridge to explore facets of the 

university in the 20s and 30s not present in Kanigel’s version of Ramanujan’s life. Leavitt’s novel is 

the story of the relationship between Ramanujan and his Cambridge mentor, G. H. Hardy, from 

Hardy’s perspective. The Indian Clerk can be classified as fictive biography and read as an 

exploration of themes present in much of postcolonial literature: imperial homeland versus 

infiltrating colonial and nuanced attempts at forging interracial platonic and sexual relationships. 

The assembly of facts (furnishings, food and architectural details of Cambridge buildings) gives us 
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a rich and sumptuous picture of the time period. Leavitt brings to the foreground the qualities most 

associated with the English gentleman: fair play, honour, gamesmanship, being a team player. 

Hardy, an avid cricket fan, would have understood these expectations. What would not have been 

acceptable to reveal publicly at the time was the suppressed homosexual milieu in which Hardy 

operated. It was during this period in Cambridge that a number of men (Guy Burgess, Anthony 

Blunt, Kim Philby and Donald Maclean) met, and were later recruited as spies by the Soviet Union. 

The fact that the revelations of their betrayal of their country came to light in the 50s and 60s 

contributed to the hysteria surrounding the Profumo Affair. Charlotte Williams’ radio play, Well, 

He Would, Wouldn’t He? (BBC Radio 4, 2013), centres on the Profumo Affair which broke in 

1963. The perspective of the play is a recounting of the scandal by Mandy Rice-Davies in her own 

words: her recollections of conversations, her retelling of events. Williams’ drama provides a 

fictionalised source for the Profumo Affair along with more analytical works (Davenport-Hines 

2013, Kennedy 1964, Profumo 2006, Summers and Dorril 1987), which transfixed the country’s 

attention. The media coverage of this story contributed to the subsequent fall of the Conservative 

government. Profumo was the Secretary of State for War in Harold MacMillan’s cabinet. He was 

forced to resign from his post for lying to the House. The players were drawn from all tiers of 

society: the establishment, the aristocracy, the upper echelons of society, government ministers, 

foreign diplomats and, of course, the immigrants and working girls. It was a perfect cast of 

characters for the drama that was unfolding in the context of race, class relations and the changing 

sexual norms in the country. The revelations regarding the sexual mores of the upper classes and 

their hedonistic inclinations made them, in the eyes of the ordinary Briton, unsuitable to govern the 

country. The permeable border between the rich, the illustrious, the nobility and the decadent 

underbelly of the city is examined through Rice-Davies’ encounters with the major figures in the 
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drama: Stephen Ward, Yevgeny Ivanov, Christine Keeler and Viscount Astor. Rice-Davies was the 

mistress of Peter Rachman, a notorious and reviled slumlord. Rachman, who was one of the few 

landlords willing to rent to West Indians, came to personify the evils of exploitation of property 

ownership and intimidation of tenants. Rice-Davies learnt quickly how to play the press and the 

public. She was, however, manipulated by the establishment, the police and the justice system in 

their efforts to scapegoat Stephen Ward. The title of the play is taken from Rice-Davies’ response to 

the Barrister who asks her in court why Viscount Astor denies ever meeting her – “Well, He Would, 

Wouldn’t He?” 

This being the height of the cold war, the press had a field day when they found out. John 

Profumo resigned in disgrace. In retaliation, the establishment hounded Stephen Ward, a society 

osteopath and libertine, charging him with keeping a brothel. (Stephen had introduced Christine 

Keeler to Profumo.) The trial attracted massive media attention and was an appalling miscarriage of 

justice. The ferocious sexism of the remarks made by the judge and the prosecutor during the trial 

are beyond belief – this was 1963, not Victorian Britain! Mervyn Griffith Jones, the prosecutor, was 

the same barrister who asked during the Lady Chatterley trial “Is it a book that you would have 

lying around in your own house? Is it a book you would even wish your wife or your servants 

read?” (Rolph, 1961). During the trial, Ward was so viciously bullied that he committed suicide 

before the jury could give their verdict (Kennedy, 1964). 

Savage Harvest, by Carl Hoffman, focusses on an entirely different world. It ricochets 

between several dates: November 1961, the winter of 2012, and a couple of months in 1957 and 

1958. February 2012 is when Hoffman sets out for the jungles of New Guinea to retrace the steps of 

Michael Rockefeller, who disappeared in 1961 while collecting primitive art for his father, Nelson 

D. Rockefeller. Hoffman’s search for the truth brings him to the Asmat, a native tribe whose 
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customs had included cannibalism, headhunting, and a culture of reciprocal violence dictated by 

secret spirits and vengeful ancestors. Part 1 opens on November 19, 1961, when Michael 

Rockefeller lowers himself into the sea. His catamaran had capsized earlier, and he and his 

expedition partner had been drifting on the upturned hull for 24 hours. He was going to swim to 

shore. The next nine pages describe in detail what Rockefeller was thinking as he traversed the 

warm ocean and whom he met when he finally reached land. The reader can be forgiven for 

thinking that Rockefeller had been found alive – and was recounting the events of that day to 

Hoffman.  

Thornton Wilder’s 1928 novella The Bridge of San Luis Rey opens with the following 

sentence: “On Friday noon, July the twentieth, 1714, the finest bridge in all Peru broke and 

precipitated five travellers into the gulf below.” (1) Brother Juniper, a Franciscan monk from Italy, 

witnesses the accident. He asks himself, “Why did this happen to those five?” and then sets out to 

find out all he can about these people and why they were on the bridge at that particular moment 

(1). Perhaps what Wilder is really trying to ascertain is whether our fate is random or controlled by 

a higher power. Though Wilder had never visited Peru he was able to craft an authentic picture of a 

certain segment of Lima’s citizens from two centuries before.  
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Chapter 5 

Scoville Nelson Barrington and Daljinder Kaur 

I wanted to use Wilder’s methodology of bringing together several fictional characters and 

examining their connections to one another as a model for the imaginative portion of my 

dissertation. Several was too many. Could I link Keeler et al. with two immigrants from that period 

that pictured the England I was living in? This was how the personas of Daljinder Kaur and Scoville 

Nelson Barrington came to be created: two invented characters whose lives might intermingle with 

those involved in the Profumo affair. This could have been the basis for an experimental and 

fictional foray à la Wilder though in the end I didn’t feel skilled enough to pull it off. However, I 

have permitted myself more than a modicum of freedom in combining accurate facts and fanciful 

imaginings to chart some backstories for both of them that provide a glimpse into their worlds and 

some of the sociological and personal factors that contributed to their place in this particular 

moment in time and space. 

From my list of possible invented characters, the cricketer was the first person to become 

fully fleshed out. Scoville Nelson Barrington is a young man from Port of Spain, a cricketer who 

arrives on the Windrush in 1948, sharing a cabin with Aldwyn Roberts who becomes a lifetime 

friend. Scoville, who grew up in Port of Spain and had attended Queens Royal College where he 

was the star of the cricket team, is 19 years old when he arrives. He is proud of his knowledge of 

the Mother Country. He knows which city Ford makes their cars in, “where cotton is woven, steel 

forged…jam boiled, cups shaped, lace knotted, glass blown, tin mined, whiskey distilled” (Levy 

141). Scoville can recite the major canals in England: Bridgewater, Manchester-to-Liverpool and 

the Grand Trunk Canal. His knowledge, drummed into him at QRC, extends to the dates of famous 
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navel battles and the greatest laws that were debated and passed in the House of Commons. He 

dreams of playing at Lords, emulating one of his heroes, Learie Constantine, but that is not to be.  

But little is he aware that this familiarity counts for nothing to the Englishman:  Scoville will 

always be an outsider because of the colour of his skin. He starts working for London Transport as a 

conductor on the buses, plying routes between Brixton, Stockwell and Bayswater. His promise as a 

sportsman is never realised, his matches reduced to Sunday afternoon “friendlies” with East and 

West Indians who gather at the common. He keeps in touch with Aldwyn, who is known 

professionally as Lord Kitchener. Aldwyn is seven years older than Scoville, has composed and 

sung London is the Town for Me, a calypso ditty that becomes an anthem for the West Indian 

Community in the United Kingdom. Lord Kitchener’s music was to play a big part in the mélange 

that is now best described as Black British culture. It is Aldwyn, through his musical connections 

and engagements, who introduces Scoville to Lucky Gordon, a Jamaican, and to Johnny 

Edgecombe from Antigua and Barbuda. Through them Scoville meets Christine Keeler. When 

Scoville stepped off the SS Empire Windrush, Christine Keeler, who was to become the face of the 

Profumo Affair, was six years old and living in a caravan in a village in Berkshire with her mother 

and step-father. She must already have been dreaming, even at that early age, of the metropolis, of 

the centre and a glittering life.  

Daljinder Kaur was born in small village in the Jalandar District of the Punjab. 

Unfortunately, as she was a girl, no one thought it was important to register her birth. This omission 

was to haunt her future travels. Not only was her birth date unclear but neither did she have a 

surname. Daljinder spent her formative years in Southall, and like Scoville Barrington, she searched 

for signs of acceptance in their adopted homeland.  

The dissonance between the migrants’ expectations of the promise of “Englishness” that was 
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the seduction of the Mother Country and the reality of the crude bigotry that infiltrates every aspect 

of life in this era is a central interest in my research. My goal has been to produce a compelling 

multifaceted portrayal of this time and place.  To do so, I have brought my own migrant life 

experience into play. Robert Enright suggests in his 2007 essay, “Boundary Blurrer: An Interview 

with Vera Frenkel,” that when artists work on the boundary between the documentary and the 

fictive their inclination is to blur that boundary. Complexities of overlapping narratives that create 

the porous borders between fact and fiction can be used to fuse the imaginings of the author with 

historical reality. 
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Chapter 6 

Southall: Gardens, Bathrooms and Libraries 

Every life story has a beginning: a time and a place. This juncture in time and space, for me, 

was the late 50s through to the early 60s in Southall, a borough on the western edge of London. It is 

where I was raised and it is considered the capital of Punjabi Britain. What happened in the living 

rooms, kitchens, gardens, schoolyards and playing fields of Southall shaped the child I was but also 

laid the groundwork for the inspirations that would feed the creative acts of the grown-up Sarindar.   

My mother was perhaps the most significant player in my younger life. A Sikh born in a 

rural village in the Punjab, she was unschooled and yet “lucky” to have been married off to a man 

who was able to bring her and their daughter to England in the mid-fifties. I put quotation marks 

around “lucky” because my mother had considerable persuasive powers: she was able to convince 

my father, both during their years in Britain, and after we had emigrated to Canada twelve years 

later, to sponsor a number of young male relatives – one from her village, then one from his village 

– and so on. Almost all of my large extended family who live in the GTA can owe their good 

fortune in having escaped the poverty of the Punjabi farming class to her. They have been able to 

provide their families with houses, cars and education and to spend enormous sums on their 

children’s weddings. On the other hand, I didn’t think her of her as “lucky” for most of my life. Her 

husband, my father, could be cruel, violent and penny-pinching. As a teenager of fifteen and sixteen 

I would listen for his footsteps in the house and then avoid any room he might be in. I had fantasies 

of hitting him over the head with the heavy cast iron frying pan that hung from a hook in the 

kitchen, but the worst I ever did was to kill cockroaches and put them in his whiskey bottle. The 

Punjabi word for matchmaker (or the one who actually suggests suitable candidates for arranged 
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marriages) is becholi or bechola. I wanted to find this becholi/bechola who had yoked my mother to 

this man and give him or her a big scolding: a stiff rebuke for the years of suffering. 

One day I came home from school to find my mother’s normal coiffure awry and 

disheveled. The long, long locks loose like a banshee rather than in the neat braids and buns she 

normally wore, she was banging her head against the porcelain tiles of the fireplace. Her brother-in-

law was dead. Who was this man that his death could turn my mother into someone else? When my 

father returned that evening my parents embraced in a show of affection and solidarity that was far 

from the norm. Perhaps it was at that moment that I understood how death is the great emotional 

crucible that binds us together.  

I became aware at a very early age that my family could never truly become British (not that 

my parents desired that, but I did). Their values were at odds with our neighbours'. This was 

especially apparent in my parents' attitude toward the garden. Moving house regularly, we would 

inherit lovingly tended flower beds, gooseberry and blackcurrant bushes and blossoming fruit trees. 

These plants my parents would either malnourish or tear up and then replace with more prosaic 

vegetables such as radishes. I longed to be like the English: to have a stability that manifested itself 

perennially. The same flowers appearing spring after spring, coming up every year to mark the 

passing of time, seemed to represent something inherently British. I was embarrassed to tell my 

teacher that we had moved once again, this time to the next-door house, from number 95 

Woodlands Road to number 97. None of my friends’ families did that. 

MJ Thompson, in her essay “The Colour of Childhood,” recounts a conversation we had. 

Sarindar told me that in the 1950s and 60s, when Indians immigrated to Britain, they 

lived with their extended families and lived quite frugally so that they could afford to 

buy houses. “They didn’t go to the pub, they ate dahl,” she says. “And so they could 
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amass money more quickly than working-class Brits. They could buy a house, and 

the British people resented it. In that town of Southall, there was this idea that it was 

becoming a ghetto of Pakis or whatever word they used. British people moved out, 

and because the immigrants weren’t interested in the same kind of garden, they (the 

immigrants) would pull out all the rose bushes, and plant radishes and spinach – 

these peasant farmers, getting rid of the Englishness!” (63)  

I remember the names of all the streets and the numbers of the houses where we lived in 

Southall, and often my memories are images from their gardens. At 15 Grosvenor Road, the 

previous owners had planted apricot and cherry trees and the flower beds were edged with half cut 

bricks, the sharp triangular point jutting upwards. We moved there when I was five. I am on a swing 

in the backyard. I have insisted on wearing shorts and my mother reluctantly allows me to. I get 

stung by a wasp. She dries my tears, telling me, “I told you not to wear shorts – see what happens 

when you don’t listen to me.” 

Gurinder Chada’s ground-breaking 2003 film, Bend It Like Beckham, opens with Mrs. 

Bhamra being interviewed in a television studio while her daughter Jess is scoring a goal in an 

international football match. Asked how proud she must be of Jess, Mrs. Bhamra replies in the 

negative, complaining that she is “running around showing her bare legs to 70,000 people bringing 

shame to her family.” No wonder Bend It like Beckham touched a chord with so many South Asian 

young people – our mothers’ priorities remained virtually unchanged over fifty years. The journalist 

Sathnam Sanghera, in The Boy with the Topknot, his memoir about growing up in Wolverhampton, 

tells of his battles with his mother over their differing values. Sanghera wants to benefit from the 

education he has received and the freedom which comes from living away from his Sikh family. He 
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tells her, despite all the opportunities he has “within my grasp. And yet you still want me to live my 

life as if I am a Punjabi farmer in the 1950s.” (298) 

A Delhi-based couple would visit my parents when we lived on Grosvenor Road. The 

husband worked for the British Airways Overseas Corporation, so they often came to London. One 

time she brought with her a basket of mangoes fresh from India. They were so sweet. I sucked the 

flesh off the hairy pit which I then buried in the soil. I was certain a mango tree would rise out of 

the ground.  

The garden of 97 Woodlands Road was probably my favourite.  

Figure 15. Peonies II, 1997 (detail). 
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Figure 15. Peonies II, 1997, (detail). 

My artistic work, multidisciplinary but thematically cohesive meditations on childhood 

memories and the experience of migration, focuses on not only what affects the way we remember 

our formative years, but also how we recreate the past using personal and autobiographical 

narratives. The installations, rich in colour and matter, have no apparent literary thread. There is, 

however, in the material substance of the work, a telling of tales: half-forgotten storylines rooted in 

inner landscapes.  

The three-channel film/video projection olive, almond & mustard… is part of a larger body 

of work that explores growing up in Southall. This film examines the relationship between mother 

and daughter as they are locked in a battle of wills: the child’s desire to assimilate into the culture of 

her adopted homeland at odds with her mother’s insistence on tethering her to the traditions of the 

country of her birth. My mother would insist on rubbing olive oil (sometimes almond or mustard 

oil) into her daughters’ hair and then braiding and putting ribbons in it. She would also wash our 
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hair in warmed-up homemade yoghurt. olive, almond and mustard … records this alienating 

experience – exacerbated by the political and journalistic diatribes against immigrants in England at 

that time. My mother's insistence on this grooming ritual, common in the country of her birth 

(India) was at odds with our need to be accepted by our classmates. As the child grows she 

encounters the mother’s resistance to ordinarily celebrated occupations such as reading and playing 

sports and these contested activities are explored through book works and mixed media 

installations. The works, though embedded in these instances of dissonance and trauma, are treated 

with a densely poetic emphasis on beauty, colour, identity, and home.  

My mother disapproved of the multihued fairy story books that I consumed voraciously. For 

her, an illiterate woman, reading was a lazy activity. It kept one away from housework and 

homework. She should have been proud of this precocious ability –my aptitude to read really well 

for my age – however, her own illiteracy made her unable to see how important and useful this 

would be for my future. Sathnam Sanghera’s memoir, Boy with the Topknot, was the first time I 

read an account so eerily familiar to my own story and those of other first generation Punjabi 

immigrant families: the illiterate parents who never, despite living in the country for decades, 

master English enough to be able to communicate with doctors, teachers or government officials. 

Usually the oldest child was brought along to appointments and meetings to translate.  Sanghera 

writes, “almost all my London friends talked about writing books, but I grew up in a world where 

no one read books, or owned them, let alone wrote them.” (26) 

I picture the child I was when learning to read, sitting on the floor between the stacks in the 

public library, surrounded by piles of books. The Green Fairy Book, the Yellow Fairy Book, the 

Red, the Blue, the Lavender Fairy Book – I’m convinced there was even a Violet, Lilac and a 
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Purple Book. This early love of colour is reflected in much of the work I produce: “gamboge, 

heliotrope, rose madder, madder lake.” 

 

Figure 16. the green fairy story book, 2010. 
 

For me this work represents a resolution of sorts; a coming home to the place where all the 

stories I've written began: the child reading in between the stacks of the library learning to love 

words and the images they invoke. The genesis for and the heart of these works is firmly located in 

the distant past – in the bathrooms and libraries of Southall. It is this submerged narrative that links 

the works thematically (e.g. the mother who is the binding, nurturing force within her displaced 

family; and eventually it is she, not a place that becomes "home").  

A fictive and imaginative space emerged in my thinking which I could use to alleviate the 

childhood pain of cultural dislocation and also to allow whimsical notions about present and future 
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concerns to coexist. By the time I was in my early 30s, I knew I would never have the garden I 

craved, but I was also aware I could use my practice to give myself artistically something not 

achievable in real life. 

The mixed media work on paper from 1985 entitled Outside the Zanzibar Tea Gardens 

circumvented the conventions of landscape painting but allowed me to create my own perfect 

garden in a literal locale; a hotel with a number of rooms that could house the various ideas I 

wanted to explore. It functioned as a kind of shelter where rules could be broken. I began to treat 

the series as a canvas on which to chart my psychological states and tell my stories. Carol Becker, 

discussing the ideas of Herbert Marcuse describes this space of resistance: 

 For Marcuse, art is a location - a designated imaginative space where 

freedom is experienced. At times, it is a physical entity, a site - a painting...an 

installation... - a place in the mind where one allows for a recombination of 

experiences, a suspension of the rules that govern daily life... (where) Art 

presents the possibility of an integrated experience of oneself in society... a 

sense of purpose beyond alienation. (12) 

This understanding was developed for me during the period I was completing my 

MFA and the above passage of writing was included in my dissertation. (Dhaliwal 23)  

I have described instances in my childhood that were dislocating, painful and traumatic 

which I believe left me with feelings of alienation and a sense of exclusion from the broader strata 

of belonging and being accepted into British society in the 50s and 60s. To counteract this 

“ugliness” I adopted strategies to turn these events into artworks where beauty was a dominant 

aesthetic factor, as a “psychological translation” through which I find reparation for the past. I do 

not want to sacrifice politics for beauty, but to engage one through the other. Addressing difficult 
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personal and collective narratives in lush works that employ vibrant colours and floral motifs, I can 

respond to colonial histories with a critical approach that maintains reverence for wonder and 

imagination, so that I may return beauty to the world. 

Lord Alfred Douglas, writing about Oscar Wilde, touches on the ability of the artist to turn 

ugliness into something transcendent: 

 In music measureless I heard his golden voice  

 And marked him trace 

 Under the common thing the hidden grace, 

 And conjure wonder out of emptiness, 

 Till mean things put on beauty like a dress 

And all the world was an enchanted place. (8) 

My fascination with Oscar Wilde stems partly from my understanding of how he used his 

plays as vehicles to expose the snobberies, eccentricities and prejudices of his social circles turning 

these traits into high comedy. 
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             Figure 17. Outside the Zanzibar Gardens, 1985. 
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Chapter 7 

Wild Strawberries in Kingston’s Market Square  

On the morning of May 22, 1882, Oscar Wilde drew apart the drapes in room number 28. 

He was in the British American Hotel in Kingston, Ontario. The curtain material was of thick pink 

velvet, exquisitely pleated, tumbling from the bottom of the valance. The colour? He mused: dusty 

rose, Uccello salmon, camellia japonica, Deauville après-midi. The last words sparked a sudden 

longing for Paris. That city and its delights were so far away. There was a sharp emotional pain that 

sliced through his consciousness when he thought of Paris and the thousands of miles of 

unwelcoming ocean between here and there. He had commented five months earlier, debarking 

from the ship in New York, that he had been disappointed with the Atlantic. He knew from his 

experience as the apostle of aestheticism that witty epigrams were a sure-fire way of keeping the 

press interested. He hadn’t expected some joker of a reporter to write a letter to the editor from the 

Atlantic Ocean – apparently disappointed in Mr. Wilde. His most successful bon mot was his 

response to the customs officer when asked if he had anything to declare. “I have nothing to declare 

except my genius.”7 

It was raining in Kingston – unseasonal, the hotel manager assured him. He saw the slick, 

glistening cobbles of Clarence Street, and despite the weather, a number of vendors were arranging 

their produce in the market square in anticipation of the hurrying buyers. No one would stop to chat 

this day. Oscar looked out of the window at the bushel baskets of turnips and swedes (surely 

harvested the previous Autumn). Peasant food! But he also noticed small punnets of tiny wild 

strawberries. Indigenous was not a word in common use –but plenty of the spring crops were grown 
                                                
7 Though this chapter on Wilde’s time in Kingston is largely imaginative I have drawn on 
accounts of Wilde’s North American tour from Kevin O’Brien’s 1982 Oscar Wilde in 
Canada and Richard Ellmann’s 1987 biography of Wilde.  
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by the Indians who lived west of the city. And on one stall there were little bunches of multi-

coloured sweet peas – pastel and chaste, displayed in small jam jars made of sturdy embossed glass; 

these blooms reminders that the winter was truly over. 

 
             Figure 18. The British American Hotel, Queen's Archives. 

 
He espied a young boy perhaps fifteen or sixteen years of age hefting heavy wicker baskets. 

He was fine boned with glossily healthy auburn blondish hair. Oscarcould tell from the coarse 

sounding woman (his mother? his aunt?) who was shrieking orders at the boy that they were of 

Dutch stock: those lumpen potato features and that thatch of straw-coloured hair as straight and as 

unbecoming as broom bristles.  

How did this elegant young lad spring from those loins? A swelling of a sonnet was coming 

to the forefront. Oscar seated himself at the exquisite writing desk. He carefully dipped the quill in 

the inkwell and with a flourish began his text. 
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When I first saw you across the market floor, I thought you were from a 

past civilisation; golden brown and silently wise: from the desert, made of 

sand, made of stone. Later it was the back of your neck I loved. It was the 

only innocent part of you. 

Hmmn. That was enough work for now. His attire for today, a Monday, was laid out neatly 

in one of the drawers of the commode. He would wear a lavender shirt, with attached wing collar, 

waffle piqué front, and single cuffs for his luncheon invitation but his public expected him to be 

more flamboyant. So, for his lecture that evening he would not disappoint the good burghers and 

the genteel ladies of the town. His dress shirt was embroidered on the left breast with the initials 

“O.W.”, and he would wear forest green knee breaches with gray silk hose topped with a black 

swallow-tail jacket lined with mauve satin. His shoes would be black pumps with silver buckles. 

For outdoors he wore a befurred hunter green overcoat and pale lemon kid gloves.  

There was a rap-a-tap knock at the door. Languidly, Oscar said, “Enter.” Mary Ann, the 

young Irish lassie who worked at the hotel arrived with his breakfast tray. “Sleep well, Sir?” No, he 

had not. He had struggled with an anxiety dream. He was being chased by several burly miners who 

had tried to grab his legs but he was able to fly and flit above them just narrowly evading their 

beefy fists. He recognized several of the men – he had gone drinking with them down the mine 

shaft in Leadsville, Colorado a couple of months previously. They had been extremely impressed 

by his capacity to hold his liquor.  

Oscar had had a most lively and pleasant evening in the company of the Very Reverend 

James Lyster, Dean of Ontario. They met for sherry and canapés at Lyster’s Earl Street home. Oscar 

had never heard this word canapés before used to describe food. He thought it meant something one 

sat on. He resolved to use it in the play he was formulating. Snippets of dialogue swirled around in 
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his brain. Lyster, an Irishman had attended Trinity College Dublin, the same school as Oscar albeit 

thirty-five years earlier. The pair guffawed over their reminiscences of their respective former 

classmates and teachers. Oscar especially had fun mocking Edward Carson. What a twat, what a 

conservative nincompoop. However, he knew that Carson had, in fact, an impeccable and rigorous 

mind. Little did Oscar envisage that just over a decade into the future, Carson would crushed 

Oscar’s burgeoning career and future prospects.  

A little later Lyster and Wilde strolled around the corner to dine at 141 King Street West, a 

newly constructed (but charming) private residence built to the specifications of the owner John 

Hinds. Oscar was most impressed by the wallpaper. He asked Hinds if it was designed by William 

Morris. 

 
             Figure 19. Belvedere House, Queen's Archives. 
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Oscar had enjoyed the delicious meal Lyster and he had partaken of with Hinds. A ham, 

glistening and juicy, baked with maple syrup. Fresh peas with mint and a potato dish with lots of 

cream, butter and cheese. The cook’s name was Mary Anne and she was also an Irish emigrant. 

Were all the female servants in this town from Ireland and called Mary or Mary Anne? Oscar had 

padded north back along King Street to the British American Hotel through a soft damp twilight. 

His tummy was full and the dinner conversation had been – well, while not exactly scintillating – 

but satisfying. 

After breakfasting Oscar realised it was no longer raining. He decided to venture out of the 

hotel and visit the market place. He stopped at a stall selling fiddleheads and also the wild 

strawberries he had noticed earlier. Two boys were in charge. Oscar could tell that their families 

were very poor; their clothes were ragged, but he admired their high coppery cheekbones and 

straight long hair as black as ink. Money can’t buy that kind of beauty. The Americans call these 

people “redskins,” but the description should have been something more specific or poetic like 

burnt sienna or raw umber. Oscar asked them about their produce. They had difficulty 

understanding his accent and when the lads spoke with each other it was in a tongue that Oscar has 

never heard before: the language tinkled and the boys laughed a lot. Oscar wondered if they were 

saying rude things about him. He noticed that the locals stared at him as if he was an exotic creature 

from an alien planet, but the Kingstonians who passed by Oscar and the young Indians seemed 

distressed that he was spending so much time in conversation with the boys. He heard these 

passersby mutter whispered curses: ‘heathens,’ ‘savages.’ 

Oscar had met only one Indian before, the Maharajah Duleep Singh. Twice in the salons of 

fashionable London – the Maharajah was a favourite of Queen Victoria – and dressed like any other 

aristocrat. Once, Oscar had been invited to the Maharajah’s estate in Elveden in the county of 
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Suffolk. The house was decorated in the style of a Mughal palace, and Oscar had been enchanted by 

the décor and the Maharajah’s strands of pearls and bejewelled turban. 

The young men explained to Oscar that they picked the strawberries from the borders of the 

fields where the tilled earth met the surrounding glades of trees. Where owned land met untamed 

forest. Here, in that narrow space, is where the dead commune with the living. It is the portal to the 

Akashic Library. The boys told Oscar that the library is named after an Indian word “Akasha,” 

meaning the ether. In this library were all the stories of each and every ancestor and all those yet to 

be born. Oscar was intrigued by their description of this place which seemed like a version of the 

Christian heaven. He loved fairy tales and was charmed by how magic can transform the mundane 

into the transcendent. He, himself, had been contemplating writing short stories for children 

revolving around princes, birds and roses, but he was also imagining something for adult readers: 

gothic and rooted in his own world of elite Victorian literary and artistic circles. The only thing 

about this novel that he knew for certain was that there would be a malevolent secret hidden in the 

attic of his hero’s house. 

That night Oscar had many dreams fuelled by his experience in the market place. First, he is 

in a small, glass-bottomed boat that was sailing on very clear water. What is strange is that Oscar 

is not wearing his own clothes. He doesn’t recognize the cut, fabric or style. He looks down at his 

feet, shod in brown, pointy-toed shoes pierced by holes in a decorative pattern. He has on a knitted, 

sleeveless vee-necked jumper in bands of different colours with repeated motifs. His jacket is of 

Harris tweed with deep pockets that has flaps, and there are leather patches on the elbows. Perched 

on his nose is a pair of spectacles with round lenses in black frames. 

Who was he? 
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Instinctively, Oscar knew that if he peered through the hull he would see many of the things 

he had loved during his life. He expected a vista of objects floating beneath the boat: glimpses of 

blue and white china, bottles of absinthe, sphinxes and yellow calla lilies. Instead, as he gazed 

around, Oscar felt at peace, as if he had finally come home. A woman approached him.  

 
Figure 20. the cartographer's mistake: toward the Akashic Library, 2012. 
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       Figure 21. Remembering the Rose of Sharon, 2003. 

 

She had elaborately coiffed hair braided with thin branches of osier and bright red hibiscus 

flowers entwined within. Her jewellery was chunky and foreign – Oscar has seen gypsies in 

London’s east end with similar adornments. Wrapped around her shoulders was a fuchsia-coloured 

shawl, and her dress was heavily embroidered with geometric designs. He was at ease with her 

immediately; he knew she was a kindred spirit. “Come, Cyril. Let me show you my work.” “My 

name’s not Cyril – it’s Oscar,” he replied. She smiled enigmatically. “Today, you are Cyril 

Radcliffe, but there will be a Cyril Wilde soon.” He followed her through rooms filled with shelves 

stacked with books. In an alcove were a number of paintings hung on the walls. He recognised that 

most of these were self-portraits of this woman. A small one depicted a woman on a bed, her upper 

body and head covered in a sheet, and emerging between her wide-spread legs, a baby. The 

newborn has the same eyebrows as the woman. “It’s called My Birth and I will paint this in 1932.” 
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 “But that’s fifty years in the future!” exclaimed Oscar. “Linear time does not exist here,” she 

responded. Many of the works portrayed two images of her. Her split personality: the healthy 

woman, the sick woman, the European and the Mexican one.  

A man entered the space. Oscar observed that his attire belonged to the same period as the 

clothes he himself (or Cyril Radcliffe) was wearing. The man greeted the two and his voice was as 

mellifluous as Oscar’s own. “Hello, Stephen,” said the woman. She turned to Oscar. “This is 

Stephen Ward, Cyril. They are not too pleased with Stephen, here. He killed himself and suicide is 

frowned upon.”  

“When did he die?” asked Oscar. “1963,” she said. 

 
Figure 22. Oscar and the Two Fridas, 1991. 

Deborah Root, writing on the Akashic Library, asserts that 

It makes a certain sense that different planes of the real exist simultaneously, and that 

time is not necessarily a linear progression of cause and effect. And if energies don’t 
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really disappear but become something else, then nothing truly passes away – 

everything we do endures, including the good and the bad, and the small events of 

our lives. (198)  

Root continues:  
 

Dhaliwal’s first encounter with what she calls the “imagined records” of the Akashic 

came from an attempt to make sense of the cruelty that ended the lives of three 

children who died by violence. After reading the news story of Reena Virk’s death in 

1997 – Virk was beaten then killed by a group of schoolmates in Victoria – and soon 

afterward reports of the beating deaths of Randal Dooley and Matti Baranovski, 

Dhaliwal began to contemplate the possibility that the small pleasures and comforts 

of their lives could be recorded, cherished even, in another world. (199) 

 

The Akashic Library 

 As I have written elsewhere, 

The Sanskrit word Akasha means the ether or boundless space. The Akashic Library 

is a collection of all the events, thoughts and actions that have taken place in the 

world since the beginning of time. The library exists on a metaphysical plane and 

seems to be accessible only to those with highly acute psychic sensibilities. Or those 

versed in the esoteric traditions of certain schools of mysticism, religious or 

philosophical thought such as the Theosophists or the Rosicrucians. (5)  

Or we all encounter and enter the library upon death. It is when and where we are judged 

and then nudged toward the next life. 

Describing the Akashic Library, Edgar Cayce writes, 
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Finally I came to a hill, where there was a mount and a temple. I entered this 

temple and found in it a very large room, very much like a library. Here were 

the books on people's lives, for each person's activities were a matter of 

actual record, it seemed. And I had merely to pull down the record for the 

individual for whom I was seeking information. (1) 

The Akashic Library has become, for me, a metaphor for the longing for wisdom and 

learning. It is where the extraordinary jumble of the abstruse, the exotic, the sophisticated, 

the obscure and the arcane which makes up the universe is documented. It is the place where 

entire archive of existence is shelved according to some logical cataloguing system and 

resembles a gigantic clearing house that makes sense of our short stays on earth. Breathing 

life into all that information is one way to triumph over the banality of the quotidian and 

elevate our experiences above the commonplace.  

In my practice I have used the notion of the Akashic Library in a similar way to the Zanzibar 

Tea Garden locale: a place where I can give myself permission to break rules. 
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Chapter 8 

Southall: Living Rooms, Kitchens and Newspapers 

Commenting on Margaret Atwood’s embellishment of narratives from collective family 

lore, her biographer Rosemary Sullivan writes, “How we see our childhood is what counts, since 

that is the mythology out of which we invent ourselves.” (20)  

An English playmate came over to my house. We were probably seven years old. She 

looked around the downstairs rooms wide-eyed with wonder and exclaimed, “It’s so sordid” – 

wrinkling her nose in disgust. I knew that it was a word that her parents must have relayed to her 

regarding what to expect of the homes of dark-skinned foreigners. In those days the Indian 

community didn’t have grocery stores that catered to their cuisine, so my mother would melt 

pounds and pounds of butter in a large pot, skimming off the salty scum, to render ghee. Perhaps 

that was what Jackie smelled. It wasn’t just immigrant children who were unfavourably judged by 

their peers. Margaret Atwood, in Cat’s Eye, describes a similar reaction to her main character’s 

living quarters: 

Carol comes to my house and takes it all in – the unpainted walls, the wires dangling 

from the ceilings, the unfinished floors, the army cots – with incredulous glee. “This 

where you sleep?” she says. “This is where you eat?” “These are your clothes?”… 

Carol tells everyone at school that our family sleeps on the floor. She gives the 

impression that we do this on purpose, because we’re from outside the city; that it’s a 

belief of ours. She’s disappointed when our real beds arrive from storage, four-

legged with mattresses, like everybody else’s. She puts it around that I don’t know 

what church I go to, and that we eat off a card table. She doesn’t repeat these items 

with scorn, but as exotic specialities. I am after all her lining-up partner, and she 
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wants me to be marveled at. More accurate: she wants herself to be marveled at, for 

revealing such wonders. It’s as if she’s reporting on the antics of some primitive 

tribe: true but incredible. (64-5)  

Looking back, I see that the most important room in our house was the living area. Despite 

my mother’s antipathy towards books she didn’t have the same aversion to newspapers (she had no 

idea of the content). I would toddle off to the newsagents every Sunday and buy the News of the 

World for myself. I was often perplexed by the reporting since I had very little inkling of the adult 

world of vice.  Police had raided a flat in Belgravia and found two marijuana cigarettes. I assumed 

that marijuana was a brand name like Marlborough. Why was that a crime? 

It must have been from the News of the World that I gleaned the information about what 

became known as the Profumo Affair. On December 14, 1962, Johnny Edgecombe (b. Antigua) 

fired several gunshots at the building where his former lover Christine Keeler lived. His arrest, 

conviction and sentencing to a jail term of seven years provided the press with an opportunity to 

publish Keeler’s story. This media coverage of her relationships with members of the British 

government, aristocracy and foreign diplomatic corps contributed to the subsequent fall of the 

Conservative government. The salacious language used in the reporting described how tootsies, 

popsies and dolly birds from the world of Ward, Keeler, and Rice-Davies encountered the rich and 

upper-class denizens of London night life. Images of naked but masked nobility serving roast 

peacock to their moneyed friends, canoodling with young prostitutes while glugging magnums of 

expensive champagne did not sit well with British public.  

Richard Davenport-Hines in An English Affair, his book on the Profumo scandal, recounts 

his own tribulation with words he was not supposed to know:   
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“In May of 1963, when I was nine, Miss Vera Groom, the old spinster who taught 

me English, asked her class to name a noun beginning with a vowel. There was a 

new word that I was proud of knowing. I had discovered it from the cook’s Daily 

Express. I raised my hand, and in response to a nod from her cried out “Orgy!” Miss 

Groom trembled: she gripped the edge of her desk; her face flushed with blood; her 

skin turned puce. “You are a foul boy,” she said, and sent me to be caned by the 

headmaster.” (ix) 

It’s telling that Davenport-Hines learned this word from a servant’s paper. During the 

obscenity trial of Penguin Books in 1960 for publishing Lady Chatterley’s Lover, the prosecuting 

barrister, Mervyn Griffith-Jones, made the mistake of asking the jury if Lawrence’s book was one 

that they would wish their wives or servants to read. The abyss between those who could afford 

servants and those who could not was widening. Mervyn Griffith-Jones, a doughty member of the 

Establishment – Eton, Cambridge and the Brigade of Guards –  was also the prosecutor in the 

Stephen Ward trial. Ward’s only real crime, in a moral rather than legal sense, was his yen for 

social climbing, penchant for gossip and name dropping, an exaggerated sense of his own personal 

and political importance and – a trait which should be applauded – his generosity, both fiscally and 

emotionally; however, the facts were twisted to indicate a more nefarious reason for his hospitality 

to Keeler and Rice-Davies.  

So I consumed what could be called celebrity gossip in those days, this stream of 

information, and I was most often affected by the items on death. I see myself at the age of ten. The 

Pope has died. I know it is an important event – even though I’m sure it wasn’t a topic of 

conversation in my own household. I assumed that all Catholics must be devastated by this news. A 

girl, a few years older than me, who lived on the same road was a pupil at the local Roman Catholic 
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school. She would often walk to her school ahead of me. That morning I trailed her and kept asking 

her how she felt about the Pope’s death. She ignored me, like I was a pesky insect buzzing around. 

She didn’t seem to care that the Pope was dead.  

I had to fight for much of my freedom as a child.  My parents didn’t want me to play sports, 

go on school trips or read novels but they were proud that we had a motor car, a telephone and a 

television. My mother would fry mountains of chips and bring them to us as we lounged in front of 

the television set, watching cartoons and then the news. That was how I learned that President 

Kennedy had been assassinated.  

My maternal uncle had taken me to see Kennedy’s arrival in a motorcade when he had made 

a state visit to Britain earlier that year. So, I felt connected to him. I remember crying in the outdoor 

toilet about his death. From the newscast in early July of 1963 I also found out that Stephen Ward 

had committed suicide during his trial for living off ‘the immoral earnings’ of his friends and 

flatmates, Keeler and Mandy Rice-Davies. He realised that his friends in high places had deserted 

him and he was the most convenient scapegoat for all concerned. I felt sorry for him. I brought this 

nugget of the memory of his tragic demise with me to Queen’s, to the Cultural Studies Program 

wondering if I could use the Profumo Affair as a narrative scaffolding on which to weave the 

interlaced stories of class, race, immigration and miscegenation that transfixed the readers of both 

the Red Top Tabloids and the establishment newspapers of the time. 

Why is the Profumo Affair such a lynchpin in the development of The House of Daljinder 

Kaur and Out of Left Field? The Profumo Affair crystallises aspects of a moment in time when an 

upheaval of establishment mores and the accepted order of social hierarchies occurred. The scandal 

brought together the same elements that figured in this change: people of colour, working class 
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girls, upper class conservatives, men from the ranks of nobility. So, it served as a microcosm in the 

macrocosm of British life. 
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Chapter 9 

1963 

A lot of things happen in 1963 and 1964. Martin Luther King Jr. delivers his “I Have A 

Dream” speech. Bob Dylan starts to record original songs, and the Beatles become a global 

phenomenon. Sylvia Plath kills herself, in the depths of February during the coldest winter in the 

United Kingdom for over two hundred years. The Beeching Cuts to British Rail devastate train 

networks and routes across the country, changing Britain irreparably – something cherished 

becomes a thing of the past. The press concentrates on the love lives of Princess Margaret, the 

Beatles, and Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. Pope John XXIII dies. President Kennedy is 

assassinated. 

In 1964, I go to the newsagents at the top of the road to buy John Lennon’s first published 

work, in his own write, clutching a wrinkled pinkish ten-shilling note in my hand. The book costs 

nine shillings and ninepence. A friend and I practise one of the plays from in his own write. We 

plan to perform it at the annual end of year school concert. Our thespian debut is blocked though 

because the teachers objected to Lennon’s pithy language. 

Katherine Black huddles under the blankets in her bedroom at 416 Victoria Street. She is 

listening to her transistor radio at around 6:30 a.m. on March 19, 1963, having got used to this early 

morning ritual during her extended stay with her maternal relatives in Aldershot, New Hampshire in 

England. The pirate station Radio Luxembourg is broadcasting from Irish Waters and she loves the 

diet of pop music. She is not only a teenager but still suffering from jet lag, so it is no surprise that 

she is awake at this hour. The local Kingston station interrupts the program with a breaking news 

item: the British American Hotel downtown is in flames. 
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Karen wants to rush to her parents’ room to tell her father what is happening, but she knows 

that her mother will start screaming at her because of the early hour, the fact she is awake and 

clearly engaged in an activity that is disapproved of. The mother and daughter’s relationship is 

fraught. Maisie Black was a war bride. She met Bertie, Katherine’s father, in 1945 in Aldershot 

where Maisie was raised with her seven younger siblings in a raucous single parent home. Her 

father had left when she was sixteen for another woman. Katherine’s grandmother remained bitter 

about the desertion for the remainder of her life. Bertie, a Canadian soldier, was posted to a Royal 

Air Force base in Leatherhead, about 25 miles from Aldershot; his mechanical prowess kept the 

planes running smoothly and well maintained. They were married and after Bertie returned home 

she joined him in Petawawa where he was stationed. Maisie spent the entire two-week voyage from 

Liverpool to Halifax feeling seasick. She was enraged because she found it difficult to eat. The 

abundant food supplies onboard the ship, especially after the rationing and deprivation of Britain 

during the war, were mouth-watering to look at (she hadn’t seen an orange for several years – and 

the pineapple appeared to her to be a treasure from an exotic fairy tale), but she couldn’t keep 

anything down. So, by the time she reached Bertie, she was glum and dour, so unlike the cheerful 

woman he remembered from the Mother Country. The fact that it was February didn’t help her 

mood. The skies were often a blazing blue, the sun making the snow glow brightly, but the wind 

was biting. She spends the rest of her long life complaining about the Canadian weather. The winter 

is too long and too cold, the spring too wet and muddy, the summer unbearably hot. Surely you 

enjoy the fall foliage, people ask. “No, no” she responds: “All those wet fallen leaves making the 

ground dangerously slippery.” 

in february snowdrops appear first. a clement spring unfolds slowly, carpeting fields 

& gardens in subsequent layers of scilla, narcissi & lupins. peonies last throughout 
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june instead of becoming blowsy within the week. summer is hot (no 

mosquitoes/flies) with spectacular evening thunderstorms of lightning & hail 

followed by torrential deluges of monsoon warm rain. afterward balmy winds 

soughing in the trees. autumn woods kaleidoscope through protracted spectrums of 

yellows, rusts & reds. winter lasts just 42 days. fat, white snowflakes begin to fly on 

xmas eve ‘til candlemas. against azure january skies stark branches encased in 

glistening ice: crisp & bright. 

 
       Figure 23. Weather: An Immigrant Perspective, 2016. 

Maisie is deeply homesick and has been since 1946. She buys Quality Street toffee, 

Marmite, Brantson pickle and packets of loose Typhoo Tea from Cooke’s Fine Foods on Brock 

Street. She misses the BBC radio programmes, but most of all she hankers for the flowers that her 

mother had grown in her garden: the first snowdrops, crocuses, then the daffodils and narcissi. Later 

in May there would be multi-petaled peonies in shades of cream through to the deepest ruby. The 

tips of the flowers tinged with other colours and the rain and heat bowing down the heavy blooms 
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till they caressed the soil. Lupins, huge spikey dahlia blooms and the more compact perky, cheerful 

pompom hybrids filled the flower beds. Hollyhocks stood like sentinels against the brick of the 

house. 

Katherine tells her friends what a terrible cook her mother is. She bakes liver for forty-five 

minutes in a hot oven serving rubbery slabs of offal that are difficult to chew. She boils the 

vegetables until they are blanched of colour leaving them sodden and watery. However, Maisie 

prefers canned or frozen goods. She puts soft buns in the oven until they lose their doughiness and 

become as hard as rocks. Bertie eats whatever is put in front of him, but Katherine and her sister 

complain. Maisie tells her daughters time and again that she wishes she had remained childless – 

then she wouldn’t have to prepare food or stay with her husband; she would be free to return 

“home.” 

What Maisie and Katherine share is their love of England. Maisie’s sentiments are steeped 

in nostalgia and Katherine’s with the burgeoning Swinging London scene. Katherine went to 

Carnaby Street and bought a white leather cap like the black one John Lennon wore for the cover 

photo of in his own write. She also purchased a purple leather miniskirt from Mary Quant’s 

boutique. She had shopped at Biba, buying a peplum jacket and skirt ensemble in soft mauves and 

pale apple moss. The Biba store was in a former refurbished apothecary. It was painted in an old 

fashioned dark chocolate brown and buttermilk – like a glass of Guinness stout. When Katherine 

returned to Kingston she wished she could paint all the shops on Princess Street brown and cream.  
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Chapter 10 

Kingston 1972 

         

Figure 24. Ken Lum. I Can’t Believe I’m in Paris, 2011. 

It is the bitter Winter of 1972. She often stands, looking out of the third-floor apartment 

windows of the building located at 218 Princess Street. The icicles are dangling from the eaves of 

the roof. They are thick at the top narrowing to glistening points as sharp as stiletto tips – ready to 

crash down on the unwary pedestrians below. 
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Figure 25. Alma Behind Icicles, 1973. 

 
Across the street is the Grand Theatre and she watches the patrons, clutching their overcoats 

tight across their bodies, scurrying through the cold to enter the front doors. She has just finished 

reading The Portrait of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde. She wants to be in Paris, attending cabarets at 

the Moulin Rouge, or operas at the Palais Garnier – or in London, strolling down the Strand or the 

Haymarket, perhaps even going to Chelsea to look at the house Oscar had lived in, on Tite Street. 

Other times, she thinks of escape to sunnier climes: she could stay in a cave in Greece, free from 

chores and with no worries. It never occurs to her that it might not be too comfortable. She does not 

appreciate being here in this one-horse town.  

She has also been reading the descriptions of 19th century Canadian settler life by the 

English sisters, Catherine Parr Traill and Susanna Moodie. Traill’s 1836 The Backwoods of Canada 
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and Moodie’s 1852 Roughing It in the Bush. She is perplexed why anyone would want to leave the 

civilized pleasures of the Mother Country to suffer in the wilderness. 

She has ended up in Kingston by accident: a free place to stay during the previous summer, 

courtesy of a former high school friend. The house was on Charles Street in the city’s north end 

where the poorer folks lived. People there used different words from those whose abodes were in 

the swankier Sydenham ward. She had never heard the verb ‘boughten’ before: “I boughten 

something yesterday.” 

She had arrived with no money and spent a couple of days walking up and down Princess 

Street entering various shops to enquire if there were any jobs available. The Canadian Shop was a 

crafts store. She asked the proprietor if there was work. Thelma Edge, a fifty-six-year-old upper-

class Englishwoman popped her monocle over her right eye and looked the young girl up and down. 

Thelma said they were having a sidewalk sale on the following weekend and offered her the 

opportunity to sit outside on the pavement and guard the merchandise. So she spent the next Friday 

and Saturday squatting on her haunches (just like her aunts and mother used to do when shelling 

peas into brass bowls or slicing spinach on an upright curved scythe steadied by one’s foot placed 

on the wooden base). She was wearing a burgundy ankle length silk skirt with a bustle, a flounce 

and bow at the back. Like Ada Leverson, one of Oscar’s best friends in London in the 1890s. 

Eventually those two days morphed into a part-time job. Thelma tells her that Mrs. Suds, 

who runs the convenience store next door, complains constantly that the Indian girl doesn’t know 

how to dress properly – because she boughten her clothes only at the Salvation Army. Her own 

mother would lament, “Why do you wear dead women’s dresses?” 

A few months later she moves to premises above the Canadian Shop – years later, she still 

remembers the smell of the paraffin heaters which were used to warm the flat. It reminds her of her 
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own childhood homes in Southall. The winter of 1963 – the time she caught pneumonia after falling 

into a snow bank. Her mother had made her go to the grocery shop to buy a gallon of paraffin oil. 

She could hardly carry the sloshing plastic container. She was only eight years old.  

The Canadian Shop provides friendship: Katherine, who has studied art at St. Lawrence 

College. Katherine lives with her husband out on Highway #2. In a house made to look like a ship. 

Bunk beds and round windows. It was owned by an Englishman and his wife who live in Kingston. 

Thelma tells her that he had applied for and been given the job of Harbor Master of Sydney, 

Australia. Then they ask for a photograph of the family. The man and his wife had adopted two 

Indian sisters, Dorothy (Juanita) and Patricia (Patsy). The job offer was rescinded on seeing the 

picture of the blended family. Thelma was outraged – she has no truck with 20th century prejudices. 

Sometimes Juanita and Patsy come into the shop. Patsy’s whole body is shivering from drugs and 

Juanita has livid purple and yellow bruises courtesy of her husband, Steve, a sandal maker who 

keeps a rifle in his apartment. In the shop there is a seventeen-year old named Donna who becomes 

a close friend. She knows her still.  

That winter she starts to take pottery classes at Kingston Collegiate and Vocational Institute 

on Alfred Street. She makes, amongst other objects, a saucer-shaped candle holder with a curved 

handle – one she imagines Dickens’ characters would use to light them to bed. She borrows books 

on vegetable dyeing from a doctoral student in the chemistry department at Queen’s. He is from 

England; she has met his young wife in the pottery class. She knows them still. Their very peaceful 

three-storey house in Jesmond, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne has rooms painted in muted Ball and Farrow 

shades. Their country retreat is in Lambton, a country village of less than a dozen structures. The 

vistas surrounding the cottage are of rolling green fields demarcated by neat hedges and stone walls 

– there is a glimpse of Hadrian’s Wall in the far distance. Joanna’s husband also gives the girl glass 
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mixing rods and various phials and odd-shaped vessels used in lab experiments. She buys stainless 

steel dyeing pots and contacts the Kingston Weavers Guild renting a loom from them for two 

dollars a month. A couple of women from the guild come and set up the loom and fix the warp. 

They are kind and don’t seem to mind her dead women’s dresses. She chooses a dark hunter green 

and a lively yellow for the warp threads – she will colour the rolags for the weft with daffodil 

petals, and goldenrod blossoms over-dyed with indigo and an alum mordant. 

 
Figure 26. Untitled, 1972. 
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Figure 27. Baby Blanket, 1972. 

She sneaks around the Queen’s University campus at night during late April and early May, 

the secateurs she had purchased at Vandervoorts, the hardware store at the bottom of Princess 

Street, tucked into her bag. Her friends remonstrate with her for stealing the daffodils but she 

asserts that the blooms are really hers as no one else would use them to such good effect. 

Since she is the only person working at the Canadian Shop who is unattached and free from 

obligations to family members, Thelma takes her on buying trips – mostly in Ontario but also to 

Montreal. This is her first introduction into the Ministry of Creativity. They visit potters, weavers 

and jewellery makers. She has recently realised that without that experience of seeing and listening 

to these artisans she may never have become an artist herself. 

During the drives in Thelma’s white Volkswagen van, Thelma talks about her life, her 

marriages and her meetings with illustrious personnages. The cocktail party where Bernard Shaw 

offers the beautiful debutante canapés. The love of her life, John Middleton Murray, the publisher 
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who, unfortunately for Thelma, was happily married. The time where Thelma has a first glimpse of 

her second husband – she says, “I knew right away I mustn’t look him in the eyes.” But it was too 

late – he also holds out a plate of canapés for Thelma. Thelma speaks of her years in Cairo working 

for the British government during the second world war. The shipwreck off the coast of Greece. 

Dancing with the King of Greece at a diplomatic soiree. Her first husband was a Lord (albeit a 

junior one). Thelma said sex had never been discussed before the wedding, so she was completely 

unprepared for married life. Also, she had no housewifely skills.  Her cousin came to visit and 

suggested that Thelma needed to buy some cleaning products. Thelma called the village grocer and 

ordered a case of “Vim” – she wasn’t aware that one tin would last months. 
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Chapter 11 

The Fixed Address: the Role of Site in House, Seizure, Home and 

Persons Paid to Have Their Hair Dyed Blonde 

The Fixed Address examines the way that place is inevitably connected to the political 

reality of its inhabitants; and how site-specific public art works are implicated in drawing these 

connections and are not always passive in doing so.  I would like to explore this idea through four 

examples in two cities: one international art event and three homes, each the subject of a site-

specific work.  

I look at these pieces through an experiential knowledge of their physical and emotional 

effect and also the affinities that create a common context. By weaving personal experience with 

the works in question alongside critical analysis, I will focus on how aesthetic materiality and the 

location of the sites of these creative acts aligned to create meaning that involved constituencies and 

subjects not normally engaged in the participation in or the critique of contemporary art.  

Rachel Whiteread’s seminal work House (1993), a temporary public sculptural project in 

London, is enriched by its relationship to three other works, Seizure (Roger Hiorns, 2008), Home 

(Julie Myerson, 2004), and Persons Paid to Have Their Hair Dyed Blonde, (Santiago Sierra, 2001). 

Neither Seizure (also a temporary public sculptural project) nor House could have been executed if 

the buildings used for their construction were not condemned. This however allowed a number of 

other agendas from a vast range of differing social and political viewpoints to enter the conversation 

around public art. The book Home is part detective story, part social history alongside a portrait of 

the quotidian life of a London middle class family. It not only provides glimpses of both the factual 

and fictive methodologies employed to meld the archived past into new narratives but also 
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chronicles the rising property market values that added to the mosaic nature of the provenance of a 

place’s residents. Santiago Sierras’s Persons Paid to Have Their Hair Dyed Blonde, which is best 

described as a durational performance or intervention, took place the first few days of the Venice 

Biennale in 2001. It featured an underclass of migrant workers as the cast in a small drama 

highlighting the city’s exclusionary and hierarchal policies of citizenship status. 

 
Figure 28. Santiago Sierra, Persons Paid to Have Their Hair Dyed Blonde, 2001. 

 
Venice 

In early June of 2001, I arrived in Venice for the opening of the Biennale. Of all the cities 

in the world, I consider Venice to be the most enchanting. On first sight, one marvels at the 

capacity of the city to have withstood centuries of the eroding quality of sea water. This is the 

same water that has carried conquerors, visitors and refugees to its shores for millennia. Venice is 

a city whose bridges, pedestrian walkways and pavements that line the canals are used by migrants 

to display their wares for the tourists. As in all capitalistic structures a tribal system has evolved 

which determines who sells what and where. Toys are the purview of men from the subcontinent 

touting their mechanical merchandise in church squares while the knock-offs of designer bags are 

the territory of young African men who lay out their fake goods on the street. Both ethnicities are 
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ready to run at first site of the authorities. What I noticed gradually, but made no conscious sense 

of, was that virtually all of the black vendors had blonde hair. I was puzzled, wondering if this was 

a fashion statement. No, it was art. Santiago Sierra had paid the migrants to have their hair dyed. 

Jen Harvie, in her essay “Democracy and Neoliberalism in Art’s Social Turn and Roger Hiorns 

‘Seizure’,” characterizes Sierra’s work in the following way:  

Sierra highlights, often painfully, the extraordinarily uneven social and powerful 

relations that operate within contemporary globalized economies, particularly 

between an elite class of international biennale artists and tourist audiences who 

generally have the freedom to choose where, when, how and why they travel, and 

an underclass of migrant labourers whose migration and labour are the direct 

consequences of economic and often political necessity. (116) 

Persons Paid to Have Their Hair Dyed Blonde could only make a deeper and more 

complex statement because of the site. Where else could this congruence of necessary factors exist? 

A large number of dark-skinned people who were willing to earn a little bit of money to change 

their appearance, a sophisticated art viewing public who could read the work in the context of locale 

and the politics of migration, a global media dissemination of the underbelly of the work and a 

Venetian population that remains immune to the antics of the artists. Venetians, despite hosting the 

Biennale for over a century, often forget the logistics of welcoming thousands of habitués of the art 

world. So, the Africans carried on their business as usual and dissolved into the melee of the side 

spectacles and events of the preview days. (Forward to London seven years on and we have Harvie, 

noting the pilgrimage of viewers toward the anonymous flat where Seizure was located, remarking 

on the absence of the worshippers from the local mosque in its ranks. The Londoners too seemed to 

ignore the art in their midst.) 
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There is a café at the entrance to the Giardini, where most of the national pavilions are 

located, which is closed from the chilly fall of one year until the spring eighteen months later. The 

opening days of the Biennale bring together the denizens of the art world, artists, curators, 

collectors and writers who greet each other enthusiastically. They all descend on the café manned 

by a distraught and harried twelve-year old boy and his grandmother, who moves at an elderly pace. 

There are not enough chairs or tables, and a cup of coffee takes an inordinate amount of time to 

secure. Venetians seem unprepared for the onslaught and forget the actual realities of this event 

despite knowing what happens every two years. Maybe it is this forgetfulness or lack of interest in 

contemporary art that creates the absence of engagement.   

Persons Paid to Have Their Hair Dyed Blonde underscores the importance of home and 

provokes questions of whether it is just a place or something we create through our lived 

experience. The displaced Africans can never really call Venice home. It is where they are 

temporarily living but perhaps, for them, home is represented by who and what they have left 

behind: landscapes so different from Venice and families who were the binding, nurturing force in 

their previous existence.  

The very idea of home is also central to the three site-specific works I explore which I saw 

in London. Two of the addresses are redolent of the history of the neighbourhoods: the words Grove 

Road and Lillieshall Road point to the flora of the past, and the name Harper Road has, to me, a 

Brutalist ring to it – a connotation that is yoked to the architecture favoured in the era when single 

family dwellings in the area were converted to bedsits. While Persons Paid to Have Their Hair 

Dyed Blonde could only take place when Venice is animated through the Biennale, it is the previous 

tenants and householders of the sites of House, Seizure and Home that became players in the 

discourse that was generated by these three works.  
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Figure 29. Rachel Whiteread, House, 1993. 

 
193 Grove Road, Mile End 

In 1991 Rachel Whiteread began discussions with the commissioning arts body Artangel to 

cast an entire house in concrete. Eventually a property was leased from the local councillors of 

Bow and the London Borough Council of Tower Hamlets, for the duration of the project. 193 

Grove Road, in the Mile End district was the last of a row of Victorian terraced homes, built in the 

late 1890s, slated to be demolished. Mile End has a long history of migration and activism from 

the Peasants Revolt in the 14th century to the creation of Brick Lane as the capital of British 

Bangladesh. After House was unveiled in October 1993, the area was once again in the spotlight, 

revealing schisms between various communities and the housing policies that had created them. 

In 2005, I worked in the Chisenhale Studios, around the corner from 193 Grove Road, for 

several months. Despite the fact that House had been demolished twelve years earlier, it remained 

an invisible presence on Wennington Green. A ghost house: glimpsed and thought of whenever I 

rode the number eight bus, which passed by the junction of Roman Road and Grove Road. Andrew 
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Graham-Dixon, in his review of the work in The Independent, conveys the effect that house had on 

much of its audience: 

To visit House or (as many will do) simply to come across it, isolated in a scrubby 

patch of parkland at the corner of Roman Road and Grove Road, is to be suddenly 

and disconcertingly transported elsewhere. It is to be taken to another world, like and 

yet completely unlike this one: the world of the photographic negative, with its 

phantom-like reversals of known fact; the world that Alice enters through her 

looking glass; the world that lurks behind the molten silver mirror in Cocteau's 

Orphee, where normal relations between objects have been summarily suspended. 

Denatured by transformation, things turn strange here. (Graham-Dixon, 1993) 

House was favourably received by most critics. They and art world aficionados could 

appreciate both the visionary beauty and tremendous technical labour involved in creating the piece. 

However, this was not an aesthetic language easily understood by the uninitiated. The apogee in the 

arguments for and against the work came in late November 1993 when Rachel Whiteread was 

awarded that year’s Turner Prize for best artist and found out that her most vociferous opponent, 

Councillor Eric Flounders, had succeeded in ensuring that House would be demolished despite the 

many voices calling for a stay of extension. A few months later Whiteread won the K Foundation’s 

award for worst artist in Britain, ensuring that House remained in the consciousness of the country 

even when it no longer existed.  

House was impenetrable. A sealed, a closed monument, not to be entered but bearing its 

history on the exterior walls. Graham-Dixon continues his eloquent summing up of the physical 

attributes of House. 
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Fireplaces bulge outwards from the walls of House, doorknobs are rounded hollows. 

Architraves have become chiselled incisions running around the monument, forms as 

mysterious as the hieroglyphs on Egyptian tombs. (Graham-Dixon, 1993) 

So, despite its mundane materials, House created a narrative, albeit forged from concrete, 

with all its associations printed on its external skin. From the destruction wrought by the blitz of the 

Second World War to the last occupant of 193 Grove Road, ex-docker Mr. Sidney Gale (who 

became a working-class hero to the many detractors of House), the dilapidated dwelling remained a 

home.  

Incubated in the privacy and quiet of the artists’ studios and imaginations, House and 

Seizure, when opened to public gaze, became caught in the crossfire of the socio-political and 

geographical forces that characterized the creeping gentrification of London’s previously unloved 

and unvalued areas. Rachel Whiteread’s House galvanized power struggles between local 

politicians and residents in the Borough of Bow in East London and the larger art world. Roger 

Hiorn’s Seizure brought to attention the dismal living conditions that were created by the 1960s 

predilection for building unappetizing social housing. Both House and Seizure, in reviews and 

analyses, are referred to in relationship to neighbouring sites in the city that were shaped by policies 

of previous governments. For example, writing on House, James Lingwood describes its 

surroundings: 

Looking from North to South, the view was dominated by Canary Wharf, 

The tallest building in England and symbol of the transformations which had been 

wrought upon the East End in the 1980s…Towering over it, beyond the section of 

Grove road with its churches and refurbished flats, loomed three concrete high-rises. 

Emblems of more recent ideals of social housing which at one time supplanted the 
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model of the Victorian terrace. It was not possible to separate House from its place or 

the place from House. (Lingwood, 1995, 9) 

 

157 Harper Road, Southwark 

Roger Hiorns 2008 installation Seizure is sometimes described as located in Southwark, 

other times in Peckham, names that give rise to images of overpriced artisanal markets and 

rundown corner fish and chip shops but most commentators agree that Seizure’s internal beauty is 

in stark antithesis to its drab locale. Alistair Sooke, reviewing Seizure for the Daily Telegraph in 

2008, writes about the disparity between the scintillating brilliance inside the flat and the 

bleakness of the streets outside where it is located: 

The contrast between the external setting - a condemned block of boarded-up flats - 

and the installation itself could hardly be more extreme. As you walk through the 

threshold of the encrusted flat, you suddenly find yourself in a space that bears no 

relation to the deprivation outside.  

Thus, both House and Seizure take on a locational identity that becomes part of the reading 

of the works whether the artists intended this or not. In the case of House, Ian Sinclair points out 

that Whiteread eventually chooses “the one site where her project would fuse all the loose wires of 

potential catastrophe” (18).  

By this he means that a psychic battleground was constructed, with hostilities between and 

alliances with various members of the raggle-taggle group of protagonists from many corners who 

joined the fray. There were skirmishes that pitted “a hyperactive local politico, anarchist squatters, 

post-Situationist rocks stars looking for the grand gesture, and wild-eyed pyschogeographers 

prophesying war” (Sinclair, 18) against one another. Given the British public’s disdain of much 
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contemporary art and the love of the tabloid press for stirring up the debate with grossly wild and 

eye-catching headlines, the contentions became national rather than local. 

Whiteread and Hiorns found processes and materials that obsessed them, starting small and 

growing in size until technical restraints made going bigger an unwieldy impossibility. Whiteread’s 

first casting was of a spoon, and Hiorns had already experimented with covering objects such as car 

engines with copper sulphate. Liberated from the typical art venues, House and Seizure become part 

of the city itself, given meaning by the history of their location and its people. 

Seizure, unlike House, was a place one could access and thereby be transported into an 

otherworldly palace that was the result of the alchemical transformation of a small seedy bedsit into 

a space glistening with blue crystals, menacingly sharp and yet comforting too in their translucency. 

One could only stay for a short time, but it was an experience that stayed in the mind just like the 

non-existent House.  

Seizure was, in contrast to House, not associated with as many characters (e.g., from Sidney 

Gale to Councillor Eric Flounders) vying for a central role in a strange drama played out on the 

press and community stage–– but more a reminder of a string of anonymous tenants, and thus a 

narrative not to be so easily unearthed. Still, it was the fact that the address itself was a signifier of 

the wider distress regarding inner urban housing issues that levitated Seizure onto a similar platform 

of discourse as House. 

Harvie describes the process by which Hiorns transformed the flat at 157 Harper Road from 

an empty shell of a building into a thing of beauty. He filled the construction with approximately 

75,000 litres of copper sulphate solution leaving time and chemistry to work an aesthetic visual 

magic. Harvie, like Sooke, invokes those anonymous tenants and their tenuous habitation of the site 

by comparing the inside of Seizure to the outside. 
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It staged a dissonance between the flat’s sumptuous, jewel-like interior and its 

abandoned, neglected exterior. Its title and the sense of arrest of its materials staged 

an impounding of the flat, a sort of dystopian realization of the dire consequences 

of failing to meet the payments on one’s rent or mortgage and being forced to 

foreclose and move out. (Harvie 115) 

 
Figure 30. Roger Hiorns, Seizure. 2008. 

 
 

So, fear of losing one’s home is equated with the fact that the flat is no longer habitable but 

can be commuted into the different but equally valuable commodity of contemporary art.  

Home, a non-fiction book by Julie Myerson, also charts the increasing value of a 

commodity: a house that increasingly gains in monetary worth as it changes ownership over several 

generations. In 1988, the Myersons paid John Pidgeon GBP 217,500 for the property. He in turn 

had bought it from Doreen Ricketts in 1981 for GBP 32,000. In 2005 the Myersons sold 34 
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Lillieshall Road, after the modest success of Home, for GBP 725,000 – an accoutrement to the 

listing was the house’s prominence as the star character in the book.  

My interest in this work resides in Myerson’s ability to elicit a portrait of both the structure 

of the house and those who peopled it over ten decades. The book unravels the peculiar narratives 

of the residents who called 34 Lillieshall Road home since it was built in 1872. Myerson’s 

uncovering of the house’s history in the 50s and 60s is of special significance to me because of my 

own research into migration to London during that period. It is the very personal and descriptive 

approach that the writer utilizes which coalesces the past and present, bringing to life not only the 

departed but also the long- gone furnishings and features of the house. 

 

34 Lillieshall Road, Clapham 

On Boxing Day in 2002, Julie Myerson realizes the hall and stairwell of her house are the  

wrong colour. She had chosen a deep turquoise paint several years earlier. Being the woman she is 

(a go-getter, frantic, immediate), she persuades her reluctant husband that they must start the 

redecorating immediately. On that gloomy December afternoon, they begin to steam off a 

hundred-year layering of wallpapers attesting to a century of different tastes and economic 

constraints in the art of making a home. The history of the house and its inhabitants can be found 

in the patterns and quality of the wall coverings that Myerson lists as  

Imitation wood grain (the sixties?), brown zigzags (the fifties?), a bold Art Deco 

style in cobalt and scarlet (the twenties?), large Morris-style chocolate ferns and 

flowers, thick custard-coloured paint, fuzzy snatch of long-ago roses, satiny paper 

with tiny gold and mauve squares. (9) 
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This very material pile of debris became a departure point for Myerson to begin tracing the 

stories all the people who had ever lived at 34 Lillieshall Road. From fusty, dusty archives with 

their own quirky bureaucracies Myerson’s research uncovers thirty names or more: “each one 

bulging with a mass of possibility, each one suggesting a life, an attitude, a type, a race, a class.” 

(23) 

She invests these characters with back-stories that she embellishes through her own musings 

and they in turn chart the trajectories of typical migrants to the area. Her prose is rich in description 

of the physical changes to the house – refurbishments vouching for the property’s increasing value 

and the evolving demographics of Clapham. Myerson steps back through the years imagining the 

furnishings before her time and it is these passages that create a fictive world welded to fact:  

The hall’s lost its airy, family feel and instead gone back to a dark, tired melancholy 

place…Old cigarette smoke taints the air. Dirt and grit are trodden into the shag pile 

of the carpet…The dado is thick with grease and dust. (72) 

This is the novelist’s rewriting of the past, and I use Myerson’s own prose to describe the 

poignancy that she evinces when introducing the characters that lived at number 34 when it was a 

boarding house.  

A plump West Indian woman comes creaking down the stairs. She’s wearing 

slippers, a low cut top, gold earrings, and she’s carrying a pile of dirty towels that 

she chucks into a corner. (70) 

This portrait is completely invented by Myerson but is telling in the stereotyped physical 

attributes and clothing she imparts to someone she has never met. Her imagination seems to echo a 

prejudiced vision of immigrants and the sordid conditions they were believed to live in. Myerson’s 

archeology of the house reveals that very few black people lived in Clapham in that time period. 
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Sadness infuses these years because it becomes clear that none of these coloured immigrants felt at 

home there. Like the performers in Persons Paid to Have Their Hair Dyed Blonde, they were 

temporary actors playing characters that might never belong or be at home. One by one Myerson 

invites former residents or their (sometimes) distant relatives to visit the house and retell their 

memories of the rooms and their time there. By recounting the most recent expensive conversions 

she highlights the different economic and social statuses of the owners and tenants over the 

decades. The West Indian woman’s daughter spent an unhappy two years in Clapham, miserable, 

lonely, and unwanted by her mother. This is the exchange between Myerson and the daughter, 

Doreen Webley, about the bathroom and the bitter cold of the winters: 

We look around the house together and she shows me her old room – our bathroom. 

She looks around admiringly at our great big bath and brightly coloured Italian tiles 

and our fitted cupboards and I experience a brief moment of shame… “This window 

sill” – she puts her hands on it – “this is where I first touched snow.” (115) 

Home has a very particular poetic texture that transcends the pure concrete of House and the 

magical, twinkling quality of the crystal studded rooms of Seizure. The book brings into focus an 

everyday ordinariness of people’s lives: where they cooked, how the function of rooms changed 

depending on evolving factors of intimacies and professions. People moved because of marriages, 

divorces, emigration and deaths in the family. House trumpets its chronology of domestic habitation 

in its external form, bearing witness to a century of being occupied. Seizure, despite its beauty, 

cannot hide the paucity of space – the cramped rooms affirming a squeezed actuality. Both House 

and Seizure deliver transcendence in the face of the ordinariness of the site, while Home gives us a 

complicated and tangled saga of the fortunes of the occupants of 34 Lillieshall Road. There are 

many people involved in the creation, reception and critical analysis of House, Seizure, Home and 
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Persons Paid to Have Their Hair Dyed Blonde. Persons Paid to Have Their Hair Dyed Blonde 

invites us to look at how using a pool of migrant labour can document an exodus from one site to 

another. Sinclair, in reference to House, counts among the side players “the jesters, the anarchists, 

the pundits, the councillor with an overrated idea of his own importance and his power to bend to 

his will” (21). The ideologies that were brought into the discussion of these works by the 

participation of all the side players and extras involved created a complex backdrop to these site-

specific works. The postal codes of the sites of the works can be seen as harbingers of the changing 

status of place, bellwether markers of future decisions around urban planning and how the 

confluence of history, migration and politics informs the reading of “place.” 

Chapter 12 

The Role of Site: London and Kingston 

London is the place for me 

London this lovely city… 

 I am glad to know my Mother Country 

I have been travelling to countries years ago 

But this is the place I wanted to know 

London that is the place for me 

       Lord Kitchener, 1948 

In his book, Imagining London: Postcolonial Fiction and the Transnational Metropolis, 

John Clement Ball suggests that London became, in the three decades after the beginning of British 

withdrawal from her former colonies, “the single most frequently used geographical signifier and 

setting” (5). West Indian and South Asian writers including George Lamming, V.S. Naipaul, Sam 
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Selvon, Anita Desai and younger authors such as Salman Rushdie had already made the city a 

distant mythologized object of their dreams and desires through their colonial education and 

understanding of a cultural entity that was perhaps more familiar to them than their own. 

Postcolonial novelists reinvent London from their individual and common experiences of daily life, 

and it becomes a space that is re-inscribed through Indian and Caribbean sensibilities. Ball 

deconstructs several narratives produced in the 50s and 60s in the context of the use of spaces 

(rooms in houses, well known London landmarks and streets, West Indian nightclubs and Pakistani 

corner shops) as thresholds to examine both the boundaries and the commonalities between the 

denizens of London’s West Indian, South Asian and English communities. Sam Selvon, a 

Trinidadian of Indian descent who arrived in London in the 1950s, writes about a group of 

immigrants (mostly from the Caribbean) who find themselves clinging together in a jumble of 

bedsits, cafes and other meeting places as they face the exclusionary racist attitudes prevalent in the 

city at that time.8 The voices in the novels are rich in the textures and nuances of patois and the 

idioms of the dialects of the West Indies, as well as the articulation of loneliness (in their new 

home) and longing for the comfort of friends, family and acceptance (vestiges from their 

homelands). These men live in the interstices of two cultures and thus convey the dislocation and 

fragmentation that is a common experience of the newly arrived. London resonated with examples 

of shifting perceptions of diasporic identities as migrants struggled against and challenged the 

existing tropes of the Mother Country versus her colonial subject. These immigrants forged their 

own counter-narratives against racially exclusivist configurations of Englishness through the 

                                                
8 Sam Selvon’s novels set in London in the 50s and 60s include The Lonely Londoners 

and The Housing Lark.      
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connections between Britain, the centre of the empire, and its peripheries: the Caribbean and the 

sub-continent. 

I keep being asked why I chose to create The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field 

in Kingston, and on the Queen’s Campus, but this was not a choice. It was merely that there was no 

other choice. The most logical places to have developed The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of 

Left Field would have been somewhere in London. Perhaps smack in the middle of Marylebone – 

where the Marylebone Cricket Club has been located (on three different sites in that district since 

the 18th century). Or in between Wimpole Mews and Bryanston Mews (a six-minute walk between 

the two streets), where the homes of Stephen Ward, Christine Keeler and Mandy Rice-Davies lay. 

Or at Montagu Square, where Ward spent the night at a friend’s flat before his trial opened at the 

Old Bailey in 1963. The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field are works that are 

inextricably linked to these characters because of their entanglement in The Profumo Affair. 

However, there are very few green spaces in that area of London. Smaller parks are often 

exclusively for the use of the nearby residents – often only accessible with the key to the gates. Or 

there is Barra Park in Hayes used in Gurinder Chadha’s 2003 film, Bend It Like Beckham, where the 

lead character, Jess Bhamra, learns her football moves. The Borough of Hillingdon operates the 

park. Applying for permission to do a work on the grounds (and trying to manage the project from 

another country) would be a time-consuming and possibly fruitless endeavor. I thought also of 

Brixton and Clapham, where some of the Windrush arrivals were housed in army barracks and deep 

wartime shelters. What about Tilbury Riverside Station (now disused), where the train that 

transported the boat passengers to London left from? 

Another site for the work outside of London could be Elveden, a small village in Suffolk, 

that was the home of Maharaja Duleep Singh. He is buried in the local cemetery. In 1961, a Sikh 
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was found praying in Elveden Parish Church – and consequently the villagers wanted the church 

deconsecrated.   

My 1997 work, Peonies II, included a text about Elvenden. Specifically, this piece dealt 

with the England I know from my childhood: a country of diverse nations (migrant groups and the 

host society they live in). How these communities react to and accommodate each other has been 

the constant backdrop to both my writing and the content of my artistic practice. Elveden and 

Tilsbury Riverside Station, because of their connections to migration, might have been the perfect 

locations for The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field. However, I’m not in England, but 

am here in Ontario, shuttling to and fro between Toronto and Kingston. 

 
Figure 31. Peonies II, 1997 (detail). 

 
I knew when I applied to the Cultural Studies Program in February 2013 that research-

creation would be a component of my thesis dissertation. I was also certain that I wanted to work on 

immigration to Britain from the Indian sub-continent and the Caribbean between the years of 1948-
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68. How did these two aspects of my research develop from generalisations to specifics, and to the 

practical logistics of producing the two outdoor installations? In the summer of 2015 I had a solo 

touring exhibition, and for the inaugural show at Rodman Hall, Brock University, the gallery 

planted a map of Post-Partition India and Pakistan created from three different colours of marigolds. 

It was part of a body of work titled the cartographer’s mistake, that concentrated on a fictional 

character based on the cartographer who was, in 1947, charged by the Indian Pakistan Boundary 

Commission with geographically dividing India to create the Muslim nation of Pakistan.  

 
Figure 32. Marigold Map, 2015. 

 
After seeing the marigold map in St. Catherines I wanted to create more outdoor 

installations and the idea for The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field was born. The 

marigold map which was so perfect the first time it was created, had a second iteration on the third 

leg of the tour (the second venue was during the Fall – too late for flowers to bloom) at the Robert 
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McLaughlin Art Gallery in Oshawa, Ontario. The curator, Linda Jansma, told me that the city 

gardener who had grown the marigolds from seed was really pleased with the work – unfortunately 

he planted the three different colours of marigolds willy-nilly, so it did not reflect the Radcliffe Line 

(as the cartographer’s divisions of the territory are called). I did not mention this fact to Linda – not 

wanting to rain on his parade. During a walk-through tour with docents for a group show I am in at 

the Art Gallery of Alberta this Fall I told this anecdote. One of them commented that in fact the 

gardener had just planted a pre-Partition map of the sub-continent; miscommunication and 

inadvertency resulted in a prior truth about shifting borders and the complexity of immigration and 

diaspora. 

Where to site The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field? I looked at maps of 

Kingston in order to identify various green spaces that might be suitable places for the works: parks 

in Reddendale (a western suburb of the city), Lake Ontario Park, Roden Park off Norman Rogers 

Drive. Roden Park was perfect for Out of Left Field. A gentle incline – the gradient tipping 

downwards from the base of a stately oak tree. I drove through the grounds of the Motherhouse of 

the Sisters of Providence of St. Vincent de Paul off Princess Street just west of the junction of Sir 

John A. MacDonald Boulevard. There were lots of ramps, bevels, gentle hills, berms and slope all 

covered in grass. The local lawn bowling club on Napier Street looked promising. Maybe I could 

persuade the seniors who were members to help me plant hyacinths bulbs in different shades that 

would resemble a plaid pattern in a nod to Kingston’s Scottish emigrants. The poetically named 

Belle Island and a Correctional Service Canada facility between King Street were also considered. 

These tracts of land are administered by different branches of authority (federal, provincial and 

municipal). I envisaged a bureaucratic nightmare of negotiations trying to get approval to do this 

work. The only alternative was that the installations had to be somewhere on the campus of Queens 
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University. I walked around and around trying to identify the spots that could fulfil my 

requirements. Three locations looked possible. I liked the steep rise that was next to Summerhill. I 

thought the President still lived there. What would he think opening his drapes on a misty morning 

to look down on the cricketer’s thwarted ambition? The downward incline further south towards 

Kingston General Hospital was perfect. With churlish wishes unbecoming to an artist I resented that 

Peter Kolisnyk’s Ground Outline, 1978, a steel minimalist shape resembling the dimensions and 

shape of Kodak’s paper frame around 35 mm slide formats, was obstructing my chosen vista.  

Throughout the search for a suitable site for the works I did not consider the colonial histories of the 

land in Kingston. My head was full of invented characters and what happened in 1963. Neither did I 

think of The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field as examples of public art. I viewed 

them as extensions of my gallery practice and though situated in a public thoroughfare I did not 

address the concerns regarding the complex colonial histories of Canada or of issues of audience 

reception. For me public art is often monumental, usually commissioned, fabricated using materials 

that are weather-resistant, constructed by professionals working in the bronze casting, metal 

welding, mold-making industries and costing thousands if not hundreds of thousands of dollars. The 

eventual site, for me, was not inextricably welded to the conceptual nucleus of the work and/or its 

reception from the audience. I realise now that my ignorance of these aspects has created an arena 

where the installations can be seen as imperfect and not fully examined in important contemporary 

and historical art discourses.  

With the support of Physical Plant Services, I was offered by the University Planning Office 

a location on the west side of Jeffrey Hall. I got permission to go ahead in October 2017, just in 

time to plant a great number and variety of daffodils to flower in the Spring. These were the ones I 

chose (descriptions courtesy of Breck’s Bulbs): 
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Altruist - Altruist boasts a small, dark red cup surrounded by exquisite roughed 

petals in a copper hue. 

Avalanche - Sweetly fragrant blooms! Impressively multi-flowering, with around 

15–20 flowers per stem.  

Banana Splash - Rich yellow-and-white blooms frilled and ruffled, split-cup. 

Bantam - Overlapping, green-yellow petals topped with sulfur-yellow, bowl-shaped 

cups edged in fiery orange.  

British Gamble - Impressive large flowers of pure white have a frilled, coral-pink 

trumpet touched with lemon-yellow in the throat.  

Butterfly - 5 cm two-toned blooms with split coronas create a remarkable display in 

shades of pink, white, orange and yellow.  

Chapelet - Butterfly-like blooms in a unique apricot hue. 

Cotinga - Slender, ivory-white petals are topped by extra-long, soft pink cups.  

Decoy - The cups of this extraordinary daffodil feature the richest deep red-pink 

tones we've ever seen. Surrounded by a wreath of snow white petals, the distinct 

contrast is truly unique and very affecting.  

Delnashaugh - Fluffy peach-pink ruffled double centres are highlighted by a snow-

white perianth. 

Dickcissel -The blooms open completely yellow and then the cups slowly turn pure 

white.  

Double Camparnelle – Spikey yellow.  

Fortissimo - Bright yellow perianth holds a sensational frilled cup of glowing orange 

red. 
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Green Eyes – White with white green centre.  

IceFollies - delightful, early-spring blooms with shallow yellow cups and crisp white 

petals.  

Mount Hood - Large blooms open a pale primrose yellow, then quickly become 

snowy white.  

Original Poet - The small but unique yellow cup is offset by a green throat and an 

edging of orange-red. Surrounding pristine white petals provide an artistic 

complement. 

Petit Four - White single outer petal with double pale pink centres.  

PinkWonder - Pink daffodils with its extremely full, ruffled cup, offset by white 

petals and a small yellow centre. The buds for this variety open in a more peachy 

shade and soften to warm pink as they mature. Several of the splitcorona petals are 

nestled between two layers of white flower petals. 

Pippit Daffodil -Yellow with white centre.  

Popeye - Petals of white surround charming, fully double trumpets of yellow shot 

through with white.  

Quail - Bursts of golden-yellow colour.  

Riot -White single outer petals with deep red centres. 

Rip Van Winkle – It is one of the first miniature daffodils to bloom in early spring. 

Rose of May - White curvy double petals.  

Roulette - Gorgeous white petals glisten against a flat, yellow cup with a red border. 

Salome - Fragrant, beautifully shaped blooms combine creamy-white petals with 

large cups that turn apricot-pink when mature.  
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Shinto Daffodil -Deep yellow double petals – touches of dark orange in centres. 

Slim Whitman - Large, vibrant orange cups encircled by snowy white 

Snow Frills - These unusually coloured blooms open with a soft lemon-yellow 

perianth and an almost white, heavily frilled cup extending from a white band at the 

base.  

Sovereign - 15 cm blooms of white bear large, flat cups of vibrant orange with 

yellow highlights.  

Spring Cheer - Creamy Double petals. 

Spring Fever - boasts rounded, white petals surrounding a large, ruffled cup ringed 

in fiery crimson 

Tahiti - Bright yellow perianths are vividly embellished by orange-red centres.  

Trepolo - This unique split-cup daffodil emerges in mid spring in a bevy of white 

blooms highlighted with orange-and-yellow, star-shaped central cups. 

White Favourite- Double fluffy. 

White Lion - Very full, creamy-white blooms of impressive size. Sweet, soft yellow 

petals at the centre give these flowers a frothy look.  

Yellow Trumpet - yellow daffodils chosen for purity of colour and extra-long 

blooming season. 

Why so many hybrids? My practice is rooted in both painting/drawing and large mixed 

media installations that make use of systemic and arbitrary collecting processes, and those 

accumulations define the genesis, materiality and content of the pieces. All through the decades of 

my art practice, amassing as a means to have as many examples as possible of a particular element 

has been a critical factor in the formal and conceptual decisions that shape a work of art. So, I must 
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have all the four hundred plus coloured pencils (Southall: Child Play, 2010) or all 192 coloured 

swatches of embroidery thread (Putting Off the Washing Up and Mending, 1991). Thirty-seven 

kinds of daffodil bulbs were sown in early November. Through the winter months of 2018 I potted 

hundreds of chillie and marigold seedlings which were nurtured over in the greenhouse in the Bio 

Sciences building to be ready for planting after the Victoria Day weekend. 

 
Figure 33. Sketchbook page, chilli varieties, 2017. 
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Figure 34. Daffodils and Chillies, 2017. 

 
Timing has been critical and has often not gone smoothly because the grounds crew work to 

another schedule (not mine). For example, the roof of the house didn’t get installed until after the 

daffodils bloomed.  

I had wanted the kind of grass they have on golf courses or bowling greens, but that species 

would require too much maintenance. I asked that the strip between the wickets be fourteen inches 
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wide but it’s six. However, these misunderstandings aren’t affecting the conceptual thrust of the 

work. One problem has been that I’ve been told the work will be completed at certain times and for 

whatever reason it sometimes happens two weeks later. I arranged for documentation five times but 

had to cancel three of those arrangements. 

I had expected the cricket pitch to get destroyed during Frosh week. I was in Kingston in the 

middle of August. I realised that the placement of the signage was wrong. The next day there was 

torrential rain which knocked the sign over onto the wickets and the bails were bumped off – one 

got lost. So, it was the weather and not rowdy students that did the damage. 

The few times I was in the area where the artworks were located I was pleased by the 

conversations I had with passersby. A student from India told me he plays cricket every Sunday at 

the Memorial Centre. A mathematics student remarked on how much he enjoyed watching, from his 

office window which overlooks the installations, how the works changed over the spring and 

summer. 

I graduated with BFA degree from a small art school in Cornwall in the late 70s. The 

professors were not interested in the feminist movement in the arts nor had they any understanding 

of work created outside of a euro-centric milieu; however, I was introduced to minimalist and 

conceptual art and felt comfortable working in installation. It was large scale Land Art (also known 

as Earth Art) that was really inspirational. This school of art was initiated by a group of New York 

City-based artists who worked directly in the landscapes (deserts, canyons, lakes and fields) of the 

American South-West using industrial machinery (backhoes and other excavating machines) to 

remove large chunks of soil or to deposit rocks and other debris to create majestic sculptural forms. 

The artists were reticent to discuss the meaning of these pieces but one outcome they shared was a 

desire to retaliate against the commercialization of art and to move art outside of the limitations of 
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size and materials imposed by exhibiting in galleries. James Crump in his documentary entitled 

Troublemakers: The Story of Land Art (2016), suggests that seeing photographs of the earth taken 

from space in the late 60s and early 70s gave these artists the impetus to consider the planet as a 

bigger canvas on which to employ strategies of working directly with the landscape. Though the 

scale of The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field is miniscule compared to Robert 

Smithson’s Spiral Jetty (1970), Walter de Maria’s first Earth Room (1968) or Michael Heizer’s 

Double Negative (1969), the seed of creating outdoor installations was firmly planted in my artistic 

psyche by the time I was in art school. Amanda White writes: 

More recently, the ethics of such early earthworks have been scrutinized for 

reducing the earth to aesthetic material, and for the way in which the emphasis on 

site-specificity in such practices often lacked any attention to place-specificity. As 

Lucy Lippard notes in her book Undermining, in many cases the “local geology, 

identity, history and residents are secondary, if acknowledged at all.” (82) As a 

result, rather than create work informed by both the aesthetics of a place and its 

existing social realities, artists working in this mode often reduced places to sites 

for artworks, bringing the art world and its concerns to these spaces and thus 

ultimately remaining tied to conventional art discourses. (74-5) 

The external forms of The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field may imply that the 

works share commonalities (conceptually and physically) with other artists’ gardens, but I believe 

The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field belong in different arena of artistic spirit. 

Jeremy Deller’s The Battle of Orgreave (2001) was a re-enactment of a clash between striking 

miners and police. The original confrontation took place in 1984 in the midst of Margaret 

Thatcher’s ongoing conflict with industrial unions and was a major event that exposed the 
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government’s orchestration of state sanctioned violence against perceived enemies. Deller watched 

the news coverage of the event on television as a teenager, and it remained an important touchstone 

in his early interest in and introduction to the politics of class. The Battle of Orgreave is an example 

of the coming together of autobiographical memory and the impulse to fuse remembering with 

historical fact. 
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Chapter 13 

Of Willow and Wickets 

For the first three years of writing SSHRC applications the description of my research-creation 

component was ambiguous: the project will culminate in a multidisciplinary exhibition, involving several 

separate but thematically cohesive multimedia pieces that incorporate painting, drawing, writing, video and 

photographic images. 

During my initial time at Queen’s, the only progress I made toward conceptualising 

anything that could belong to the above description of an artistic body of work was to visit the 

home of a retired professor of Law who still resided in Kingston. He was born in New Zealand and 

from a very young age was besotted with the game of cricket. His father was keen on cricket and 

encouraged his son’s interest by taking him to games and attending the matches when the boy 

started playing. The young law professor had a primary school mate whose father was a member of 

the New Zealand team that toured to South Africa in 1953-54. This close connection led to a great 

interest in the fortunes (or perhaps more accurately, misfortunes) of that largely unsuccessful team. 

In the latter months of 1954, the young boy purchased his first cricket book -- an Almanack 

recording the games played on that tour -- and he has continued to purchase that Almanack annually 

ever since. He placed his order for the latest edition on October 1, 2018.  

The law professor has, in his home, several shelves filled with thick yellow books: 

approximately 9 inches by 5 inches, they are uneven in colour ranging from intense duck, 

sunflower, lemon through to creamy butter and faded wheat. Their age and the effects of prolonged 

sunlight have caused these chromatic shifts in hue. The books as a whole, because of this solar 

history, are more beautiful and more interesting than if they were of a pristine uniformity. 
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     Figure 35. Law Professor's Bookshelf, 2014. 

I imagined that I could recast the law professor’s collection of Wisden’s Almanack as 

someone else’s – someone who had relevance to an immigrant Britain. How about Learie 

Constantine? Constantine (b. Trinidad, 1901) played for the Lancashire club, Nelson, between the 

years 1929-38. In 1939 he was chosen as one of Wisden’s cricketers of year. He served as 

Trinidad’s High commissioner to Great Britain and was knighted in 1962 and eventually elected to 

Life Peer in 1969. In June,1944, Learie sued Imperial London Hotels for racial discrimination after 

the hotel refused to honour his reservation for fear of offending the American servicemen among its 

other guests. His successful suit is considered a contributing milestone in the creation of the Race 

Relations Act of 1965. (Howat, 135-7) 

Surely Constantine would also have amassed a number of the Wisden Almanacks? Painting 

the law professor’s books as if they actually belonged to Constantine was a way of collapsing time 

and distance – at least in an imaginative sense: my way of time travelling from Kingston in 2014 to 

a northern England of decades earlier.  
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I was deeply disappointed by the ending of Vikram Seth’s epic 1993 novel A Suitable Boy. 

Over the book’s 1400 pages, which chronicle Lata, the nineteen-year old female protagonist’s 

search for a husband, the choice comes down to two suitors. One is Haresh Khanna, who is in the 

footwear trade, and the other is Kabir Durrani, a fellow student of Lata’s. Durrani is Muslim and 

Lata’s Hindu family would never countenance a union. Kabir is described throughout the book’s 

first half, often using cricket as a defining characteristic for the handsome young man. The 

following sentence relates Lata’s first impressions on meeting him for the first time in a book store: 

“the tall young man (with) slightly wavy black hair and very good, rather aquiline, looks, seemed to 

be as interested in poetry as mathematics.” (50)  

He tells her that his name is Kabir but that recently his friends have started calling him 

Galahad because they think he spends his time rescuing damsels in distress. She later sees him 

wearing cricket clothes and casually swinging a bat. 

“A nice fellow -plucky under pressure…she was drowsily entranced by the sight of 

Kabir, dressed completely in white, shirt unbuttoned at the collar, capless and with 

ruffled hair, running in to bowl – or standing at the crease wielding his bat with what 

seemed like easy skill. Kabir was an inch or two under six feet, slim and athletic, 

with a “fair to wheatish” complexion.” (159) 

Lata decides to become engaged to Haresh, but I wanted her to marry Kabir. What is it 

about cricket that makes the players who play the game so much more desirable than other men? 

I am someone who has never played cricket, never watched a professional match, and is not 

interested enough to maintain an active or sustained regard for the game. How is it then that cricket 

has appeared (though somewhat infrequently and sometimes disguised) in my sculptural and 

installation work?  
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I start my story in a small limestone building on Maitland Street opposite the Kingston 

Yacht Club. Our ground-floor apartment looked out onto Lake Ontario and was a long rectangular 

succession of connected rooms with wainscot and trim painted a cozy salmon colour. Morning sun 

would stream in through the east-facing dining room window. But it is the weekday evenings I want 

to speak about, specifically the cocktail hour. At six o’clock daily, one of the television channels 

would broadcast episodes of the classic British espionage series The Avengers. Produced in the 

1960s, it was an engaging mix of adventure, parody, surrealism, and increasingly eccentric 

storylines. The central character, John Steed, was a charming dandy portrayed throughout in his 

customary dress of a Savile Row suit, bowler hat, umbrella, and boutonniere. He embodied all the 

virtues of an English gentleman: bravery, an impeccable moral compass, chivalry, and a sense of 

fair play. In fact, if I had asked “If Steed were a sport, what would he be?” the answer could only be 

“cricket.” 

Steed drank champagne, and I would start sipping my vodka martini as the opening credits 

and theme music began rolling. Over a number of years, the same episodes would be replayed, but I 

never tired of the show. My puzzled roommate would reproach me on watching this cyclical span of 

repeats. Didn’t I already know how the plots and action would unfold?  

I viewed the show most evenings because it was a comforting ritual that included the drink, 

the sunset warming the pink wood of the living room and my ongoing fascination with the bizarre 

quality of the art direction and sets. Reassurance and consolation are necessities in our over-

technical and busy lives, and we search for small ways in which to be heartened. One of mine is 

listening to the shipping forecast that is broadcast on BBC radio several times a day. The sea around 

Great Britain is parceled into sections that are labeled by exotic-sounding names. This provides a 

geographical system in order to inform sailors of prevailing weather conditions. I have used those 
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names in several installations and paintings. For me, the words are a soothing litany; a reminder of 

the inevitability of being either becalmed or buffeted by gale force winds, on the water or in life. 
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Figure 36. The Shipping Forecast, 1998, (detail). 

 

Like the shipping forecast, cricket is a traditional fixture in British society. Its compulsive 

adherents take enormous pleasure from all aspects of the game, and I suggest that for a large 

percentage of them it is their biggest comfort as they navigate life’s treacherous seas.  

One morning I woke from a dream where I had found myself in a strange landscape of 

cypress trees, the ground around them dotted with oversize cement spheres. It was eerie but 

beautiful. My first thoughts on awakening were concentrated on these forms and I was filled with a 

sense of power. I could make the forms from the dream a reality. People with more money and 
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status may be placed higher on the ladder of social and material success, but were they able to take 

images from their subconscious and recreate them as objects in the waking world?  

My dream imagery brought to mind the extraordinary places that Steed would receive orders 

from his various bosses at the fictional spy agency he worked for. One time he had to climb down 

the ladder into a drained swimming pool. At the bottom of the pool, an immaculate green cricket 

pitch was perfectly laid out. “Mother,” Steed’s superior, was a man in a wheelchair calmly waiting 

at the wicket with his cricket bat. The installation I eventually created consisted of a group of 

twenty-eight concrete spheres, tinted ochre, that were sitting on a large wooden plinth painted a 

glossy bottle green shade. A ghost image of the spheres was reflected on the mirror-like surface. 

Hardly cricket, unless the spheres could be considered to signify balls, and the green paint 

representing grass. However, I am convinced that this work would not have come into existence 

without those evenings spent with The Avengers. I tell this story because it explains how an 

unbidden image percolates through one’s inner psychic space, rising from the subconscious to attain 

objecthood.  
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Figure 37. The Avengers, 1995. 

Steed, the consummate English hero, is the antithesis of the character of Captain Andrew 

Russell from the Indian film Lagaan, which was nominated for an Oscar in the best foreign film 

category in 2001. Russell, also an Englishman, with an execrable accent when he speaks Hindi 

(which renders him even more villainous), is the cruel, superior colonial master who takes pleasure 

in taunting the local villagers and even subjects the Indian nobility, represented by the Maharaja, to 

his arrogance. The Captain is a gambling man, and he wagers the villagers to a game of cricket 

against players from the British Army cantonment. If the Indians lose, the whole Province will have 

to pay double tithes in agricultural produce for the next three years. If they win, the taxes will be 

dismissed. Bhuvan, one of the village farmers, is the hero of the film, and he picks up this gauntlet, 

much to the dismay of his compatriots. This is a David and Goliath tale. The battle is between a 

plucky, raggle-taggle team of semi-crippled Indians playing barefoot in their dhotis while the 

British team is kitted out in immaculate white uniforms.  
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The film opens with a coin spinning across a map of the region, perhaps to indicate how the 

toss of a coin is a symbol of fair play, a trait embedded in the shared mythology that shapes our 

notions of both cricket and the British character. But Russell’s team does not play fair, and, with 

calculated meanness and racist jibes, he is continually inciting his teammates to physically hurt their 

opponents with hard bowled balls. We could call Bhuvan the first freedom fighter for what will 

historically become India’s battle for independence. He does this, not with guns and violence, but 

by beating the British at their own game. Drawn out tension (not commonly associated with the 

sport) culminates in the Indians, despite their many disadvantages, managing to win the match by 

one run on the final ball of the final over.  

Though the film was made with an international audience in mind, it was crucial that it won 

the hearts of Indian filmgoers. To achieve success at home it had to adhere to one rule of 

Bollywood movies: there must be singing and dancing. One of these musical numbers shows the 

womenfolk of the village, between the instances of the choreographic beauty of their movements in 

saffron, deep green, and blood-red diaphaneity, making bamboo cricket pads for the players. This 

dance sequence rooted itself in that repository of possible ideas, rather like a bank vault upon which 

I draw when needed. Later that year, when I was on a residency in Delhi, an art piece began to take 

shape in my mind. I took myself to the Malviya Nagar Market and approached the stall that fixed 

suitcases. Outside on the pavement, seated at their old treadle sewing machines, two men agreed to 

make me silk cricket pads. One was to be crimson red with gold embroidery, and the second one a 

British racing car green shot with silver thread. When I returned a few days later they were grumpy 

and complaining. “Madam, this took three men two full days”. I dismissed their mutterings because 

I knew they wanted me to pay the “tourist” price. The part of me that is so unhappy with Indian 
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patriarchy was pleased that the inverse of the sewing scene from Lagaan was reenacted. This time, 

the men made cricket pads for a woman. 

 
           Figure 38. Rajastani Cricket Pad, 2003 

Wondrous Oblivion (2003) is a film set in a south London suburb with a focus on two 

families, one Jewish and the other Jamaican, living next door to each other. The year is 1960, just 

before the first airing of The Avengers – though none of the inhabitants of this working-class street 

would likely have owned or rented a television set. It’s the same city in which Steed drives his 
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vintage cars through areas like Belgravia or Mayfair, in the same time frame, but it depicts a very 

different kind of Englishness. The raw intolerance against the immigrant can be observed in the 

pinched looks of the neighbours and the indifference they show toward injustice against other 

cultures. David is an eleven-year-old Jewish boy, and his family is not immune to the dislike that so 

many Britons have for foreigners. David is obsessed with cricket, keeps hand-written records of 

county matches, and painstakingly collects sets of cigarette cards of famous cricketers. Alone in his 

bedroom, he plays with these cards, reconstructing cricket games or imagining talking to the 

individual players. He turns to them in his solitude, asking for advice and encouragement from his 

imaginary friends. David’s dream is to represent his school by playing on its cricket team. 

Unfortunately, his talent for the game is very undeveloped, and the other boys mock him 

mercilessly. The only position he is able to obtain is the unglamourous one of scorekeeper.  

Wondrous Oblivion charts the change in David’s world when a Jamaican family moves in 

next door. The neighbours are scandalized when Denis, the Jamaican father, uproots the rose beds 

in the back garden to build nets to practice cricket. David is astonished but delighted and watches 

wistfully as Denis and his daughter practice batting and bowling. One day, David shyly appears, at 

the adjoining fence between the two houses, dressed in his all-white togs. Despite his correct 

clothes and the affected mannerisms associated with cricket – rubbing the ball against your trousers, 

picking up a miniscule piece of rubbish in front of the wicket – it is clear to Denis that the boy 

needs coaching. Every afternoon, Denis teaches the boy and soon, because of his athletic 

improvement, David’s school friends accept him. David’s family is not keen on the relationship 

with Denis, fearing alienation and reprisals from the neighbours because of this fraternisation. 

However, the boy continues to be drawn to the Caribbean joy and love of life and begins to add 

West Indian players to his card collection. The film contrasts the drab English spirit with the 
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joyousness displayed by Denis and his family and friends and reveals how difficult the climate was 

for people of colour at this time. the cartographer’s mistake: untitled is an installation of marble 

sports equipment. A cricket bat, field hockey stick, badminton racquet, shuttlecock and tennis balls 

point to the legacy left by the British in India, the Caribbean, Australia and South Africa. 

                                
Figure 39. the cartographer's mistake: untitled, 2012. 

This work is part of a series that explores the ramifications of India’s independence. British 

barrister Cyril Radcliffe was given mere weeks to map the demarcations that split the provinces of 

Punjab and Bengal between the two countries. History records the ensuing murder and mayhem that 

continue today due to Partition.  

As punishment for irresponsible mapmaking the cartographer is re-incarnated time after time 

as a bird living in cities such as Sydney, London, Toronto and other places. He functions as the 
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storyteller whose musings connect the world of the dying British Raj to the changing face of 

multiculturalism in the Commonwealth.  

 
Figure 40. the cartographer's mistake: the Radcliffe Line, 2012. 

 
The films and television series I have mentioned are placed either squarely or tangentially in 

the conceptual territory I set out to explore. The cricket match in Lagaan takes place at a moment in 

history that defined how the political and social fault lines between the British and Indians would 

develop and widen over the next half of a century. Wondrous Oblivion delineates the tribulations 

that faced immigrants and the hostile atmosphere they had to live and work in. The Avengers 
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represents the changes that were taking place in the United Kingdom during this period: a focus on 

the new, the chic and the swinging. 

Thus cricket is one basis of my work to further and deepen my understanding of the 

entangled nature of the histories that bind the colonies to the Mother Country. Cricket is presented 

in literature and academic treatises from a variety of viewpoints. On one extreme it embodies all 

that can be admired about the values we associate with the British character.  On the other hand, it 

is continually scorned and laughed at as one of the most boring pastimes to participate in or watch. 

However, cricket can be approached as a blueprint for uncovering and revealing much of the 

underlying admiration, contempt and competitiveness that has characterised relations between 

Britain and her former colonies. There are some themes implicit in the discussion around the game 

that can be drawn out more deliberately: the whiteness of cricket, the classiness of proper cricket 

attire, the movement of cricket to the colonies, sport as a substitute for war, and the consideration of 

the place of the colonial subject in a world of rules and statistics and norms of sport. 

Here are two examples of the humour with which cricket broadcasting has been treated with 

in the memoir (Bill Bryson, In A Sunburned Country, 2001) and classic cinema (Alfred Hitchcock, 

The Lady Vanishes, 1938.) 

As travel writer Bill Bryson drove his rented vehicle across a sparsely populated backwater 

during his Australian travels to research In A Sunburned Country, he mused on the old-fashioned 

content of the stations he could dial up on the car radio: “when the careless hand of time has worn 

away all traces of the twentieth century, you can be certain that somewhere in an Australian country 

town there will be a disc jockey saying,  ‘And that was Doris Day with her classic hit, “Que Sera, 

Sera.” (80)  
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Gradually even the 1950s vanish into static, and Bryson is left listening to only two voices 

as his solitary journey continues:  

 “Pilchard begins his long run in from short stump. He bowls and… oh he’s out! Yes, 

he’s got him. Longwilley is caught leg before in middle slops by Grattan. Well, now 

what do you make of that, Neville?”  

“That’s definitely one for the books, Bruce. I don’t think I’ve seen offside medium-

slow fast-paced bowling to match it since Baden Powell took Rangachangabanga for 

a maiden ovary at Bangalore in 1948.” (113) 

In his usual hyperbolic comic style, Bryson continues to describe the badinage: 

“So here comes Stovepipe to bowl on this glorious summer’s afternoon at the 

Melbourne Cricket Ground…I wonder if he’ll chance an offside drop scone here or 

go for the quick leg over. Stovepipe has an unusual delivery in that he actually leaves 

the grounds and starts his run just outside the Carlton & United Brewery at 

Kooyong”.  

“That’s right, Clive. I haven’t known anyone to start his delivery that far back since 

Stopcock caught his sleeve on the reversing mirror of a number 11 bus during the 

third test at Brisbane in 1957 and ended up in Goondiwindi four days later owing to 

some frightful confusion over a changed timetable at Toowoomba Junction.” (115) 

Bryson’s satirical imitation concludes with the following nonsense: “So as we break for 

second luncheon, and with 11,200 balls remaining, Australia are 962 for two not half and England 

are four for a duck and hoping for rain.” (115) 

Bryson neatly skewers the surreal world of cricket broadcasting -- the elephantine memories 

that can recount statistics from past glories and highpoints of the game -- and positions this mimicry 
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in a geographical mishmash located by the laughable place names from the outposts of the former 

British Empire. In contrast, actor and writer Michael Simkins peppers his autographical memoir of 

his amateur cricketing career with the sayings of Peter West, an English commentator who confines 

himself to “My Goodness” or “My Word.” (18) 

Perhaps the most well-known cricket commentary is the fictional one in Alfred Hitchcock’s 

The Lady Vanishes (1938). Most of the action takes place on a train just before the outbreak of war 

with Germany. All the characters in the film fall into distinct categories of black and white, good 

and evil. The handsome, poetic and swashbuckling hero and gutsy heroine are pitted against the 

dastardly Nazis. This spirited duo manages to avert the nefarious kidnapping of an elderly English 

woman who is a spy. They are hindered by two English gentleman who are obsessed with cricket 

scores from a match being played somewhere in Blighty. Their narrow selfish view of how best to 

make sure they reach a part of Europe where there is radio reception makes them forget which side 

they should be supporting. On the register of Englishmen with ethics they must be firmly placed 

halfway between Steed and Captain Russell. 

Cricket has long been a location of play, a place where the imagination can take flight. In the 

myriad of memoirs of boyhoods obsessed with the game, the same scenarios are reinvented. 

Imaginary teams participate in pretend matches and these invented worlds were the refuge of many 

a young lad from the banality of their lives. Just like David in Wondrous Oblivion, Michael Simkins 

also had cards that he used to elaborately reconstruct already-played matches. This was a way of 

having a self-directed miniature world that mimicked the real world of professional cricket.  

Even Caldicott and Charters, our two middle-aged men on the train, take to reimagining a 

match using sugar cubes as stand-ins for the players and the other accouterments of the train’s 

dining car to represent the stumps and field. 
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I can relate strongly to David and Michael’s pretend playing. As a child, I used pencils, 

playing cards and scraps of paper with names written on them to generate intricate sagas. The pencil 

was blunt. So, it was sick, off work, and must go to the hospital (the pencil sharpener). Years later, I 

collect all my pencils - four hundred or more – and arrange them by colour into a long row. Their 

physical attributes speak of their history. The pockmarked surfaces are flecked with bits of chalk 

and oil pastels where they have lain beside other materials. The wood is scratched, and the shorter 

the pencil is an indication of how much I loved that shade. 

 
Figure 41. Southall: Childplay, 2009. 
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Chapter 14 

English Children: East Indians and Red Indians 

I remember several incidents from my childhood typical of the experiences of immigrant 

children. We played the game “statues” which was a little like musical chairs. We ran around until 

the moment we had to freeze and stand stock still. One time I became a statue and rested my head 

on another girl’s shoulder. “Get your greasy hair off me” she shrieked. I thought we were friends.  

        My mother’s fault: all that oiling of hair. English children would surround the Indian 

children and then in a circle they would dance around us making war whoops. My cousin, born in 

Glasgow and raised in London, has played football since the age of seven: for Beaconsfield Primary 

School, Dormers Wells Secondary, Southall Rangers, Southall Sikh Temple Jawans…Slough FC. 

Fifty years later he still plays once a week. His teammates have been other South Asian Britons. He 

told me that the English boys on the opposing side would shout at their fellow players, "don't let 

them get a corner - or they'll build a shop on it." I would stop at a classmate’s house in the mornings 

so we could walk to school together. Though I was still very young I instinctively knew that the 

girl’s father didn’t like me and didn’t want me coming into the house. This man, a policeman, 

collected butterflies. The beautiful insects pinned to black velvet linings fascinated me. However, I 

was perplexed by the contradiction between loving exotic colours and disliking brown-skinned 

children. I kept thinking “but policemen are supposed to be good people.”  

As a small child I was playing on the street with other children from the neighbouring 

houses. A gang of Teddy Boys passed us. I remember looking at their feet clad in the distinctive 

style of shoe known as the winkle picker. Very pointy toes like one sees on suits of medieval 

armour. “Fuck off you wog,” one of them spits at me. I was only seven. I felt not only hurt but also 

mortified. I knew that the newspapers were filled with diatribes against immigrants and it made me 
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feel ashamed to belong to this group that was constantly in the spotlight. We were racially harassed 

by most of British society: the upper classes, the working classes, the conservative politicians, 

teachers and even the policeman who lived on our road. For me, the words “Teddy Boys” are 

synonymous with “racists” because of this early childhood experience.  

Many years later, I am at a barbeque in Edmonton. That lovely prairie twilight illuminates 

the flowers in the garden and flushes the dark carmine of my wine with glints of gold. I go into the 

kitchen to get a refill. There are no bottles unopened on the table. I pick one up but think it is too 

expensive for me to open: I am not important enough, not worthy enough to take this liberty. This 

lack of self-esteem can be attributed to the long-ago treatment meted out by those Teddy Boys. 

Dick Hebdige, a writer who trained with Stuart Hall in Cultural Studies in Birmingham and wrote 

definitively on Teddy Boys, enters the room. He notices my dilemma and very chivalrously takes 

the corkscrew, opens the bottle and pours me a glass. I am touched by his kindness, impressed by 

the charm and gallantry, and glad that he made light of my insecurity.  

The television channel Granada, based in Manchester, aired 7 Up in May 1964, through its 

current affairs program World in Action. The premise was to observe fourteen children drawn from 

different socio-economic classes and determine whether the adage “give me a child at the age of 

seven and I will show you the man” was accurate. Most of the children from working class 

backgrounds seemed to be reasonably well adjusted and also imbued with joy and a desire to play 

and dream. The ones from more financially secure families were like miniature versions of how I 

imagined their parents to be like. We first meet Andrew, Charles and John in the classroom of their 

exclusive pre-prep school in Kensington singing Waltzing Matilda in Latin. I wonder how useful 

that was for them later in life. Their views on the Beatles are surprisingly conservative: 
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Andrew: I think the Beatles are mad because they make too much noise and their 

hairstyle is so bad. If they composed softer music I wouldn’t mind so much.  

John: I just loathe their haircuts. 
 

And their favoured reading material – not the Beano or the Dandy, but: 
 

Andrew: I read the Financial Times…I like my newspaper because I have shares in 

it. 

John: I read the Observer and the Times. 
 

For all three boys their further education is already mapped out and they have been trained 

to be able to describe this trajectory. After the pre-prep school, Andrew is going Broadstairs, St. 

Peter’s Court and then to Charter House, Marlborough. He also intends to study at Cambridge. 

There is not a shred of doubt in his voice concerning these declarations. This is the way his world 

will unfold. Charles is going to the Dragon School in Oxford, then Charter House, Marlborough. He 

might go to Oxford. John is sure that he will attend Colet Court, then Westminster Boarding School 

and afterwards finish his education in Cambridge’s city of dreaming spires. Susie attends an upscale 

fashionable girls’ school. The school’s staff room is described by the narrator of the film as “deep 

in the chintz.” She is “down” for Heathfield and South Hill Manor. Her parents probably have not 

drummed into her head a likely university yet. Girls like Susie tend to marry stockbrokers or 

barristers. 

On the other end of the class spectrum, Lynn from the east end of London proudly and 

emphatically states that after leaving school she is going to work in Woolworths. There are two 

boys from Liverpool. One tells us he doesn’t need to go to university because he’s not going to be a 

teacher. The other does not think you need to go to university in order to be an astronaut. Two of 

the boys in 7 Up (Simon and Paul) are living in an orphanage. Paul asks plaintively, “What’s 
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university?” When Simon is asked what he thinks about rich people he responds, “Not much. Well 

they think they can do everything without you doing it as well.” Then there is Susie: “I don’t know 

anyone who is coloured. And I don’t want to know anyone who is coloured, thank you very much.”  

She sounds very haughty, her voice dripping with disdain rather like the way the dowager Duchess 

in Downton Abbey speaks. 

The largest failing, in my opinion, of primary school education in Britain during the epoch I 

focus on was to disregard the class system as the main engine of oppression in society. This 

deficiency was the neglect in instructing working class children that they might not be able to 

achieve the accoutrements and status of the individuals held up to them as deserving members of 

the British population. 
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Chapter 15 

Wait Until October! 

Richard Davenport-Hines, in his book about the Profumo Scandal, An English Affair, 

describes his father’s “school of motoring (before driving tests had been introduced) as Toad of 

Toad Hall.” In August, 1964, Davenport-Hines senior gets into an altercation with the driver of a 

black taxi cab. The taxi driver was “furious, temporarily powerless but not, he reminded us, 

permanently disempowered. As my father drove off chortling, his victim shouted after him with the 

deadly threat, “Wait until October!” (xii). 

The election of October 1964 resulted in a small majority for the Labour Party whose leader, 

Harold Wilson, became Prime Minister. Wilson was decidedly more plebian than his predecessor, 

Sir Alec Douglas-Home, who had inherited a title, land and the other perks which accompany the 

birthright of tory gentlemen. The discrepancy between these two reflected the emerging changes 

apparent in the country.  

The 1950s and 60s were watershed decades. It was the mid-point of a century in which the 

world saw dramatic social, political and technological changes. The horror of the Holocaust, the 

dissolution of Colonial empires, the fear of nuclear war accompanying the rise of the superpowers 

created an uncertainty that left populaces worried for the safety of their futures.  

During this period in the United Kingdom there was, to some degree, as in medieval 

carnivals, a reversal of societal roles. From the emergence of youth subcultures, who had an 

economic clout that forced businesses to pay attention to new groups of consumers and markets, to 

the rising voices of the under-classes, the old guard was put on notice.  
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During the Beatles’ performance at the Royal Variety Show in London in 1963, John 

Lennon, asked the audience to help the band: “The people in the cheaper seats clap your hands and 

the rest of you just rattle your jewellery.” There was laughter.9  

Who knows if the Queen Mother and Princess Margaret, who were watching the Command 

Performance, found this reference to the chasm of differing bank balances an amusing bon mot or 

not? Later in his life, recounting this period, Lennon remarked, “Nothing happened in the sixties 

except we all dressed up” (Green,1999, 62). He was referring to fact that despite the dawning of a 

new age of crumbling class divisions, the upper echelons of society remained in control. 

When I was first considering working on my PhD, I approached a professor in Goldsmith’s 

new department of Art and Politics. She agreed to be my supervisor. I was worried about how to 

finance these studies as a foreign student. Soon after our meeting there was a general election in 

Great Britain. David Cameron and Nick Clegg formed a coalition government between the 

Conservative and Liberal Parties. One of their earliest proposals as leaders was to raise the cap on 

post-secondary tuition fees three-fold. I remember thinking that these two Eton-educated politicians 

had no qualms about putting forward a recommendation that would adversely affect only the less 

fortunate in the country. Cameron, Clegg and their ilk would still be able to afford a university 

education for their children, but that dream would be shattered for many. They were turning back 

the clock to a time before the working-class students were given subsidies for their post-secondary 

education – a fact that had leveled the playing field considerably. I decided not to pursue the notion 

of studying in Britain. I knew I did not want to live in a country where the powerful would do as 

much as they could to disempower the lower classes. 

 

                                                
9 View video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvBCmY7wAAU 
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Chapter 16 

Names and Passports 

In Ruth L. Ozeki’s 1998 novel My Year of Meats, the protagonist Jane Takagi-Little is a 

biracial child living in Quam, Minnesota. Her double-barrelled name came about because her 

Japanese mother thought the word Little was too insignificant for a surname and insisted on 

attaching her own maiden name, Takagi, which comprises the characters for “tree” and “tall”: 

“It doesn’t mean anything,” Dad would say. “It’s just a name!” which would cause 

Ma to recoil in horror. “How can you say ‘justa name’? Name is very first thing. 

Name is face to all the world.” (9) 

I was named Surinder Jit Kaur Dhaliwal. By the age of four, I realized that there were two 

million “Surinders” (men, women and children) in the Punjab and around the globe. I was not going 

to be one of them! Learning to write allowed me to subversively change the spelling of my 

Christian name. There may be many, many “Surinders” – but “Sarindar” is quite rare – I have an 

email address that is sarindar@hotmail.com.  I never liked the “Jit” – it didn’t fit, it sounded like the 

word git, it didn’t belong, the name had nothing to do with me – and “Kaur” is a claim by the Sikh 

religion on every woman born in its domain. So, I shed the religious, the unfitting and the sameness 

with the dash of a pen and a future of omitting and forgetting. Leaving middle name check boxes 

empty helped to distance myself from the past.  

In his essay on my work, “Rebellious Beauty,” Richard Fung writes, 
 

This is how Sarindar Dhaliwal recounts the story of her distinctive name. Accurate or 

apocryphal, the tale of the child Surinder’s resistance mirrors the adult Sarindar’s 

artistic methodology. Displaying a stubborn refusal to go with the flow and impelled 

by an intense desire for transcendence, the child attempts to alter her fate through a 
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performative re-naming, engaging an analytical, political and playful approach to 

language and representation. (6) 

In the Sikh culture, names such as Harjit, Sukhjit, Daljit, Mandeep, Sandeep, Kamaldeep, 

are common and unisexual. Rhyming became a feature in the naming of the children in families 

from the 50s onward. I have a second cousin, Kamaldeep (known as Deepie). She recently had her 

first child. I was surprised that she had called him Jason. She said she had endured years of jokes at 

school about her name. “Hey Camel, where are your humps?” She wanted to spare her son similar 

teasing so chose to give him a very un-Punjabi name. 

My generation all seemed to have inder in our names. My cousins in London are Debinder 

(Bindy), Rajinder (Bob), Sukminder (Suki), Pippinder (Pippi/Lit) and Tirinder (Coke). We were 

Surinder (Sindy), Herminder (Himmy, Minde, Dodo) and Narinder (Nindy). My friend Zalman 

Yanovsky was so amused by this inderness – he had a habit of naming his farm animals after 

waiters and waitresses that worked at his restaurant in Kingston, Chez Piggy -- that he named one 

of the lambs on his farm Inder. My brother told me of one of my father’s cousins who named his 

daughter Baljinder Kaur and the next child, a son, Baljinder Singh! Sometimes this naming 

madness transcends Punjabis – George Foreman, the American professional boxer, named all of his 

five sons George. 

Approximately four minutes into Gurinder Chada’s first feature film Bhaji on the Beach 

(1993), an Indian woman dressed in a sari is opening her car door parked on the asphalt in front of 

her semi-detached house. She hails her young male neighbour: “Hello Ricky. How are Pinky, 

Pinkie and Shinkie?” It’s the little details in Chada’s films that underscore the coded cultural 

language and norms that identify and distinguish a hybridity that occurs when two or more 

generations of immigrants become part of the national fabric. The mingling of immigrant families’ 
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Eastern and Western customs further illustrates the hybridisation that occurs through diasporic 

experience and how postcolonial transnational identity is formed. I imagine most Sikh families in 

Britain celebrate Christmas not only with turkey but also samosas, curries and masala chai.  

I taught for a couple of days in a school in Sheffield in 2005. I kept meeting teachers there 

who looked vaguely Mediterranean. All of them informed me that one parent (usually the father) 

was Indian.  I began to wonder if half of the British population was part Indian. 

Sathnam Sanghera recounts in his memoir, The Boy with the Topknot, his first day in the 

early 80s at school in Wolverhampton (or as my mum pronounced the name of the city 

“Bul’Bul’umpton” – she also called High Wyecombe “Hi bacon.” The only reason she even knew 

these places was because we had relatives there).  Mrs. Jones, the first year teacher, reads names 

from the register:  

“Kamaljit Kaur?” 

“Yes, miss.” 

“Kulvinder Kaur?” 

“Yes, miss.” 

“Suhkbir Kaur?” 

“Yes, miss.” 

“Arvinder Singh?” 

“Yes, miss.” 

“Baldev Singh?” 

“Yes, miss.” 

“Dalbinder Singh?” 

“Yes, miss.” 
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“Tajinder Singh?” 

 “Yes, miss.” 

“Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear…This won’t do at all. Now then…Can those of you 

called Kaur or Singh provide me with a surname, please? Kamaljit?” 

“Sandhu, miss.” 

“Kulvinder?” 

“Dhaliwal, miss.” 

“Sukhbir?” 

“Bains, miss.” (71) 

Unfortunately, the young Sanghera doesn’t know his last name – his mother insists his 

surname is Singh – meaning “Lion.” His illiterate parents have also made spelling mistakes each 

time they registered their children. His brother “Jasmail” was mistakenly recorded on his birth 

certificate as “Gasmail.” It takes a great deal of prodding from Sathnam to elicit an answer from his 

older sister Narinder (Puli), and finally ascertain that Sanghera is his surname – even though that 

ends up being wrongly spelt. My name has been spelled in countless ways: Surinder, Sarindah, 

Serinder, Sarinda, Curinder and Cyrinda.  

The multiple identities that people juggle with are intrinsically intertwined with their 

physical appearance and the identifying labels they self-ascribe to denote their place in the world--

or, how they are viewed by others. Paul Theroux’s memoir of his friendship (and subsequent falling 

out) with V.S. Naipaul, Sir Vidia’s Shadow A Friendship Across Five Continents, states that 

“Africans said he was typically English. The English expatriates called him typically Trinidadian. 

The Indians in Kampala called him a typical Brahmin. A number of people said he was a settler 

type, which was the worst you could say about anyone.” (105) 
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Naipaul said, “I belong nowhere, I have no home.” (113) Sometimes I encounter people 

who, when they hear the voice/accent that comes out of my mouth are momentarily perplexed; then 

they ask “are you Zimbabwean? Singaporean? Rhodesian?” Gurinder Chada’s first documentary 

from 1990, I’m British But…, chronicles the hybrid culture of the second generation of British 

Asians – children of the pioneering settlers who arrived in Britain in the 50s and 60s. Made before 

Chada achieved fame for her groundbreaking features films like Bhaji on the Beach and Bend It 

Like Beckham, this short documentary uncovers a thriving defiant popular culture. Part Asian, part 

British, Bhangra and Bangla music demonstrated the fusion created by British Asian youth. Chada 

interviews several young people with accents from the different regions of Britain where they were 

raised and asks them how they would describe themselves. Their responses range from Asian to 

British-Welsh, Irish and Scottish-Pakistani. This was an era where conservative politicians were 

suggesting that if British Asians and Blacks did not support English cricket (instead cheering for the 

West Indian, Indian and Pakistani teams), they were somehow not really British. The interviewees 

speak about their familial histories – the journey, for example from the Punjab to British Guyana to 

a sheep farm in Wales – and the various jobs their parents took on to raise their children. The role of 

race and cultural identity in the formation of modern day British society is examined through an 

engaging critique of nationalism and a celebration of cultural diversity.  

In the late 80s and 90s young Sikh men living with their families in suburbs of the Greater 

Toronto Area were not restricted in their desire to go out to nightclubs or enjoy hanging out with 

their friends. Sikh girls were not allowed the same unfettered freedom. Consequently, these males 

met girls who came from Hindu families that had emigrated from Trinidad. Babies were born. 

These Indo-Canadian children were raised in a mix of Caribbean and Punjabi cultures. They have 

coined a term for themselves: Trinjabis. 
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I arrived in Britain in 1956. I travelled on my mother’s passport. Whoever had filled in the 

paperwork to obtain that travel document listed my birthdate as July 1953 (no date of the month 

indicated). My cousin Rajinder was born in Glasgow on the February 27, 1953. He had a birth 

certificate. I didn’t because it wasn’t the custom to bother with that in rural Punjab in the 50s if it 

was a female baby. Family lore has that I was born five days before Rajinder though how that was 

determined is a mystery to me. It was unlikely that there was a phone call and letters possibly took 

as long as six weeks to travel between Scotland and India. I tried in later years to pinpoint the exact 

date of my birth. My mother would say, “It was a few years after the war (I think she was referring 

to the communal troubles after Indian independence in 1947) – during the rainy season.” Monsoons 

are usually in the summer. I asked my maternal aunt: “It was Saturday about 3 am in the middle of 

the night.” When it was time to get my own passport, a date was added - July 22. However, 

February 22 was the birthday I always celebrated. Every official or informal document issued used 

that date: kindergarten and subsequent school reports, my medical card, etc. After moving to 

Canada and turning sixteen I applied for a social insurance number. Nobody asked me, at the time, 

to prove that my birthday was in February – bureaucracy was much more casual than it is now. I 

was still traveling on an Indian passport. This began to be a liability. Every time I crossed borders, 

especially returning to Canada from the United States or Europe, I was subjected to abusive 

interrogations and despite being a landed immigrant I was often directed to senior customs and 

immigration officials to be questioned in further detail. I became a Canadian citizen. Even this 

didn’t help ease some suspicions that were lodged in these officious brains. 

I remember when I first realized I could speak French reasonably well. I had to present my 

passport to a French woman official because I was living in Paris and wanted to stay there for some 

further time. She kept flipping through my passport and asking me what nationality I was. I would 
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patiently tell her I was Canadian. Looking at the document again and again she would repeat her 

question. Finally, I shouted at her, “Madame! J’ai un passeport Canadien alors je suis une 

Canadienne!” I didn’t get permission to extend my stay. 

Until recently the only times I had to take care about the discrepancy between my passport 

information and the other forms of ID I had was to remember to fill the July birthday on landing 

cards as the plane would descend. In order to obtain my CPP pension I was obliged to change my 

birthdate to correspond to the one on the passport. The officials kept asking me “But what is the 

correct date?” I no longer look at the horoscopes in the newspaper. 
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Chapter 17 

Birbansian 

What did it mean to have produced The House of Daljinder Kaur and Out of Left Field in 

Kingston? Working here allowed memories to percolate from the various periods of time I have 

spent in Kingston between the years 1971 to 1993, especially in relation to the artworks that were 

generated from my experience of living in the limestone city.Returning to the earliest memories I 

have of the village where I was born:  

running onto the flat roof of the house in Birbansian. Hailstones drumming on the brick surface, and 

we ran out to scoop them into our mouths before they melted. They were as delicious as the ice 

cream that a man on a beautiful black bicycle brought in his iron basket attached to the front of the 

handlebars. The sweet (kulfi?) was wrapped in a banana leaf and tied with string. The wares must 

have been quite inexpensive because we got them each time he visited. There is a blurred picture of 

a fruit stall along the road. Selling mangoes? Fresh slices of coconut? My mother tells me we 

stopped in Paris on the way to London. It wasn’t until I was on the train returning to Birbansian, 

forty-six years later, when looking out of the window I saw a small concrete structure planted in a 

grass green field of crop. Big letters, advertising tea? But painted in striking shades of pink, duck 

yellow and deeper greens. I finally knew why I painted what I did. 
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Chapter 18 

The House of Daljinder Kaur 

 
Figure 42. May 2018. 
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Figure 43. May 2018. 

 
Figure 44. May 2018. 
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Figure 45. May 2018. 
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Figure 46. May 2018. 

 
Figure 47. May 2018. 
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Figure 48. January 2018. 

 
Figure 49. May 2018. 
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Figure 50. May 2018. 
 

 
Figure 51. May 2018. 
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Figure 52. May 2018. 
 

 
Figure 53. May 2018. 
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Figure 54. May 2018. 
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Figure 55. May 2018. 

 

 
Figure 56. May 2018. 
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Figure 57. June 2018. 

 
Figure 58. June 2018. 
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Figure 59. July 2018. 

 
Figure 60. July 2018. 
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Figure 61. August 2018. 

 
Figure 62. August 2018. 
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Figure 63. August 2018. 

 

 
Figure 64. August 2018. 
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Figure 65. August 2018. 

 

 
Figure 66. August 2018. 
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Figure 67. August 2018. 
 

 
Figure 68. September 2018. 
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Figure 69. September 2018. 

 

 
Figure 70. October 2018. 
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Figure 71. November 2018. 
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Figure 72. October 2018. 

 

 
Figure 73. November 2018. 
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Figure 74. November 2018. 
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Chapter 19 

Out of Left Field 

 
Figure 75. July 2018. 
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Figure 76. July 2018. 

 
Figure 77. July 2018. 
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Figure 78. July 2018. 

 
Figure 79. August 2018. 
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Figure 80. August 2018. 
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 Figure 81. August 2018. 
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Figure 82. September 2018. 

 
Figure 83. September 2018. 
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